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Last Tuesday's SGA meeting
was highlighted by a lengthy de-
bate on the proposed amendment
to Article X Section 6 of the SGA
Constitution. The motion to amend
the SGA Constitution failed by a
vote of 21 members in favor of it,
14 against it. Amendments to the
SGA Constitution require a two
thirds majority vote by the SGA.
The proposed amendment read:
"Monies from the Student Activi-
ties Fee shall not be allocated to
any organization,for the purpose(s)
of paving a salary for staff and/or
advisers'if said staff and/or advis-
rers are employed in the process
of getting students academic
.ffidiL^ueh portions y e beyond
tWiJMnte«efeSui'(5eS of fes Stu-
dent Activities Pee and as such are
properly left to the College."
At the SGA meeting were rep-
resentatives from ConnPIRG who
argued that the amendment was
aimed directly at them.
Budget Committee chairman
Special Arts Feature:
Phil O'Brien said that the amend-
ment was proposed because cer-
tain "things are beyond the
Student Activities Fee." The Stu-
dent Activities Fee, he said, should
not be responsible for paying for
academic credit. He pointed out
that students pay their tuition to
obtain academic credit.
Steve Gerber noted that aca-
demic credit is the responsibility of
the College. The Internship Office
is responsible for providing stu-
dents with academic credit for ac-
ademic endeavors outside of the
classroom.
Steve Norton said that the
amendment's end result was un-
fair, The amendment, he said, had
been "specifically directed at one
organization and had been rede-
signed to protect several other or-
ganizations which would have been
affected." Of the -amendment's
sugg«stiofi for' wganizMwns • to
seeic funding from the College,
Norton said, "Just because we ex-
pect expenses to be covered by the
College doesn't mean they will."
Bill Vasil said that the amend-
ment "reinforces the standard we
set up with past actions" when the
Squash Teams Attain #2 National Ranking
Trinity Women's Squash finished
igoes all out against Harvard. The
( i t ) The team goes against #1
_raph"3 by John Shiffmaii
the season second ranked in the nation. Above, Freshman Ellie Pierce
Men's learn, also ranked #2 nationally, is anchored by Senior Bill Doyle
Harvard today in Cambridge.
Budget Committee decided not to
pay for ConnPIRG's adviser last
November. He added that there "is
a big difference between academic
credit and educational experience"
gained from extra curricular activ-
ities.
continued on page 5
The Invisible Artists
by Ken Festa
Special to the Tripod
During the past two years, there
has been a quiet renaissance in
theater productions at Trinity Col-
lege. This change has taken place
not so much on the stage as behind
the scenes. What lam referring to
here is technical theater. From the
interviews that I conducted for this
article, there emerged a consistent
and clear consensus:
It is easier and more fun to work
backstage or in the shop at Austin
Arts Center. It's easier and more
fun to take on and tackle greater
challenges in technical theater at
Trinity.
The reason for these positive de-
velopments backstage at the thea-
ter seems equally clear: that the
beginning of this welcome trend at
Trinity coincided with the arrival
of Brian Rieger on the Trinity
campus. Brian is the technical di-
rector of Austin Arts Center, and
he began his work during the fall
of the '83-'84 school year.
When I found Brian to talk to
him for this interview, he was
working alone backstage on some
scenery for Yeoman of the Guard.
He spoke carefully at first, almost
hesitantly, but as the wood began
to take shape under his ministra-
tions, and his thoughts began to be
punctuated by the slam of the
pneumatic staple-gun, he warmed
to his subject, and his thoughts and
ideas began to flow quickly.
As the interviewer, I tr iednotto
interfere, with this process too
much; Brian knew what he was
talking about, and I had decided
that someone who could affect such
a radical change in the Trinity
theater community deserved the
chance to tell his own story. Here
it is:
Could you tell me about your ex-
periences in theater, how that led
you to Trinity, and about your
experiences since you've ar-
rived?
I studied English and theater at
Wesleyan, and I never thought
' that I wanted to do theater. Thea-
ter jobs have always just fallen into
my lap. Wesleyan hired me back to
teach there after I graduated. I
taught lighting design, and one of
the'basic production courses! Then
they asked me back to be the sum-
mer technical director of the grad-
eiger
uate program, which is six weeks
of all kinds of shows, coming in one
or two each day.-1 was in Maine
for a while, and then they asked
me back again the next summer,
and so then I decided that I didn't
want to go back to Maine. So, I
applied for this job(technical direc-
tor) one week, and then the next
week I was working here.
Anyway, so I got here, and I
didn't know what to expect. My
experience at Wesleyan prepared
me well, but things were different
here. For instance, there's no
theater department technical fac-
ulty here, per se. So my job was
not onlv to be the technical direc-
i*u UJ _.,o ,iuu,..i Arts Center and
maintain the performance spaces,
continued on page 8.
Trinity's Model Budget
by Bill Haitch
With the cost of spending a year
at Trinity college nearly twelve
thousand five hundred dollars one
might wonder how the school man-
ages all of the money that enables
our home away from home to func-
tion.
The first question that pops
into many people's heads is how
much is Trinity's endowment? The
total principal of Trinity's endow-
ment funds is $57,811,785.15. This
number is the total of hundreds of
separate funds, stock holdings and
bond holdings among other things.
The many funds, established by in-
dividuals, families, and corpora-
tions range from the Trinity
College Special Baseball Fund of
three thousand dollars, to be used
to help pay. the cost of the anual
baseball trip or other appropriate
team needs to the Leonard E.
Greenberg Endowment for Judaic
and Middle Eastern Studies of
seven hundred and seventy three
thousand dollars. The colleges
portfolio of stocks is as varied as
it is impressive: The college holds
stock in Chesebrough Ponds Inc,
Walt Disney Productions, Toys R
Us, and K Mart Corporation to
name just a few. .
. All of this brings us to how the
income Trinity receives is spent.
Expenditures are divided into
three basic groups: Mather Hall,
Housing, and "educational and
general expenses". SAGA, not.su-.
prisingly is another story. Mather
Hall is a self supporting entity. The
upkeep of the building, and the sa-
laries of the staff are funded by
the general fee paid by the. stu-.
dents.
Housing is also a self support-
ing expenditure. The money col-
lected from students for their
housing is used entirely for the up-
keep of the dorms. This includes
heat, water, electricity, janitorial
services anu spraying tor roaches
and ants.
Because education is a labor
intensive industry the actual edu-
cation of the students is the larg-
est of the three general areas of
expenditures. However the cost of
a student's education is not solely
comprised of salaries, thus this
area is referred to as "educational
and general expenses". The gen-
eral expenses are comprised of.
administration salaries and costs
such as operating the Registrar's
office and the Bursar's office, and
heating, lighting and maintaining
buildings such as the Albert C. Ja-
cobs Life Sciences Center, Mc-
Cook, and the library.
During the 1983-84 school year
each full time student was ex-
pected to contribute seven thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty
dollars towards his educational and
general expenses, while the actual
cost per student was twelve thou-
sand, twenty five dollars. Thus
each student received a subsidy of
four thousand one hundred and
forty five dollars towards his edu-
cation. This subsidy comes from"
endowment income, annual giving,
and short term interest earned by
the college, . .
Despite the fact that each stu-
dent receives such a subsidy Trin-
ity is enjoying its fourteenth
consecutive year in the black.
. However things weren't always so
rosy. During fiscal year 1969 the
College had a deficit of ninety
thousand dollars, followed by a
deficit of a quarter of a million dol-
lars in fiscal year 1970. This: was
not only bad for the obvious rea-
sons (which Uncle Sam is finding
out right now) but it curtailed
grants from corporations and
foundations, and effected dona-
tions from friends and alumni of
the colJege. Therefore the College
created the office of budget man-
ager and instituted cost control
techniques. This resulted in the
continued on page 7
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The second lecture in the series
Gender, Culture and Education
is titled Gender Values in Science
Education. It will be presented by
the Women in Science Reaserch
Group of Hampshire Gollege at
4:30pm in the New Lounge.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Mid-East Prospects
Dr. Yosef Olmert, senior analyst
at the University of Tel Aviv's Shi--
loah Institute will speak at 8pm.
Israelis and Palestinians: What
are the Prospects? is sponsored
by the Commission on Jewish Ed-




Allison piUpn-Kimnierle w,jl| prea?
12:30pm in the Women's Center,
, MCC. The,discussion is presented
by .the Women's Center and Ca- -
1 reer Counseling1 Knd is open to alL\
Corporate Morals
Professor Maurice Wade, Depart- •
ment'of Philosophy, will give a talk
entitled Can Corporations be
Moral Agents? at 4pm' in the
• lounge at 70 Vernon St.
Republicans Meet
The Trinty Gollege Republican
Club will meet at 7:30pm in Al-
umni Lounge, The agenda includes
the next1 cave discussion and the
forthcoming convention. All are
welcome!
History Seniors
Members of the History Faculty
will meet with Seniors at 4prn in





The Women's Center Lunch Se»
ries continues with A Critique of
Comparable Worth presented by
Dr̂  Andrew Gold, Assoc. Profes-
sor of Urban and Environmental,
Studies. This free series takes-
place .at. 12:30 in the Women's
Center.
The Honorable Christopher Dodd,
Democratic Senator from Con-
necticut will speak on U.S.
CHoices In Central America at
7:30pm in Goodwin Theatre,-AAC.
Artists Call!
We need artists, dancers, actors,
poels, musicians, etc for a per:
formance/exhibit during Aware-
ness Week. Organizational
meeting in Wean Lounge, MCC at




The U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation.estimates1 that if 70 percent
seat belt usage would save 9,140
lives and reduce or prevent 327,00
injuries each year. Wear your seat
belt everytime you go.
Jack Sprat
On this date in 160?'nqighborhood
children serenaded Archdeacon
John Sprat of St. David's Church
in London; Jack SprUt could eat nq
M .' ' • ' '• •-. "
His wife could eat no lean'; - ••
And so betwixt them, both, you see
They iicjeed the plotter clean.
Sun 17th
Progessive Alliance
The Progressive Student Alliance
wil hold weekly meetsings each
Sunday at 7:30 in the New Lounge^
Everyone's help is welcome.
Mon 18th
Open Period
No classes will be held until next
Monday, February 25. The library
and Saga remain open normal
hours. Consult professors for of-
fice' hours. Students'are encour-














PHOTOS - DRAWINGS -
PAINTINGS — ETC.
Recruiting
The following recruiting organiza-





















These sessions are open to all stu-
dents. .. They provide a valuable
means to learning more about an
industry and the employment op-
portunties therein.
2/13:
G. Fox & Co. 10-4pm New
Lounge
Carney, Sandoe & Assoc 4pm
Alumni Lounge
2/14:
IBM 4pm Faculty Lounge
National Westminster Bank 7pm
Alumni Lounge
Note
Middle East <Xib * "
Today marks the creation of an im-
portant new organization at Trin-
ity — The Middle East Club, The
new group intends to highten
awareness of the cultural, political
and economic realities of this part
of the world While dispelling, some
misconceptions. Activities will in-
clude lectures, disscussions and
trips to areas rich in Middle East-
ern culture. Everyone is welcome
to join.
Contact: Michael Georgy or David
Janney with suggestions.
Senior Brunch
The second annual Senior Cham-
pagne Brunch will be held Sun-
day, March 3. Watch for details;
RSVP due by February 25.
SORRY I'MAT
--betiCRAL HOSPITAL"


















Nautilus Instuctor needed — ex-
perience required. Call 666-8451.
Ask for Mark, Nick or Bruce.
Jeeps
Is it true you can buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. government?




Valentines^ and personals' are
printed by" the Tripod solely for
entertainment of the College com-
munity.-We disclaim any respon-
sibility for-offense or confusion-
they,may ctose. Every effort has
.been'made to accurately print each
message received; address com-





Swann in Love (R) 7:30
(1984) Based on a portion of Marcel Proust's classic Remembrance of
Things Past this film is a portrait of romantic obsession. Superbly acted
by Jeremy Irons, Ornella Muti, Alain Delon and Fanny Ardant, it suceeds




(1984) Boy meets mermaid in this irresistible comedy, one of the biggest
hits of the past year. Sports new star Daryl Hannah with SCTV's Eugene
Levy and John Candy. I l l min.
Country (PG) 9:35
(1984) This rural drama, shot mostly in Iowa, tells of a farm family's
determination in the face of crop losses and forclosure. It is full of con-
vincing detail and strong acting by Jessica Lange and Sam Shepard. It is
authentic and moving with first rate performances. 108 min.
Sunday through Tuesday
Yellow Submarine (NR) 7:30
(1968) Here the Beatles sing their classics, as they save Pepperland from
the Blue Meanies. This film was Cinestudio's first in February, 1970. The
Complete Beatles (NR) 9:10
(1984) An intelligent and comprehensive documentary about the Beatles
from their early years through their career. Unusual footage from news-
reels, recording sessions, concerts and TV appearances is accompanied by
a 50 song sound track. 120 min.
"EXQUISITE...





Janet Moulin, NEW YORK TIMES
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Na na! Na na! Na na! Na na!
Happy B-day and V-day all rolled
into one. I wished you happy birth-
day and didn't break rule #5!
Ellen
Kara Eric:
Tried to make it liveable, spent a
fortune in Chink food, took con-
stant abuse. What did you get? Ich
Hebe dicht, ya crumb.
Dude:
I really miss you too. Deep down
you know what happened. Its
going to take time. Yts. You'll al-
ways be my Valentine.
Love, Spaz
Sonia:
Glad you finally found someone
nice to spend Valentine's Day with.
I always told you to stay away from
freshman, didn't I?
To JH and Dougie:
We love you!! Will you be our Val
entine's — please? You are our fa-









You do not have to pull your finger
anymore: That is why we are here.
Kisses,
Mom and Dad
I had a Maserati GT with snake-
skin upholstery. I had a charge ac-
count at Gold Banks. But now I
got you. Yeah now I got you.
Lee C.
Your socks and sweaters of argyle
And your adorable smile
make life worthwhile
Dear Yoshimato House of Sin,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
The White, drug addict bass
player from Boston
Icy:
Although your name contradicts,
you make me melt. "Hit me with
your best shot." Happy Valen-
tine's Day. See you MWF 10:30
Nanny
Miss watching you in goal, but I
still watch you play. Be mine, but
take out your mouth guard.
Miss Gerald Jonas
I finally figured it out, message
received. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,







Be there because I'm dying to meet
you.
Happy Valentine's Day either way
Moi ,
Linda-
I hope the time from now to No- >
vember 18,1989 is a.; happy as the




You can call me silly names, and
tweak my nose, but you know each
day, my love for you grows.
Love, EUG-Pooch-Si
Bunny,




Keep your, chin up.
Co
Happy Valentine's Day Geoff,
Love Maria
To Holly
"You're a hard habit to break"




RMAWITL - It always has and al-
ways will be radical and mutual.
Let the intent wither and let our
love continue to grow. I love you!
Me
DearElise:
Upon the TV I have viewed a vi-
sion glossed in red. Now I want to
meet you. Until then . . .
TheX
Belchshower:
Welcome to the family. In all seri-
ousness, just try to ignore us,




Psyched for Diesel School
Bunnyburger:
To our favourite freshmen far from
home. Happy Valentine's Day from
your Big Brothers. Good luck at
Tufts.
Love,
Joe, Pixie, and Dom
LP,
Thanks for always making me
smile! "H.B.'s" forever! Happy
Valentine's Day! I love you!
Nance
Saint Muffin,
Thanks for tolerating the mood
swings. Attribute it to senioritis or





Is a time for cards and candy.
Should Reagan die
Wouldn't that be dandy!!
Trinity Radical Anarchists
Chutney,
A log that won't catch fire, a jug




You're the nicest two-and-a-half
week stand a senior could ask for.
Carol.
James H.,
Happy Valentine's Day! Your
overworked misunderstood Cine-
Studio staff loves you blindly.
Signed,
The Cheap S.S. Poodles. Class
0 ' '85.
Dear Drew C.
I hope that you will enjoy the cook-
ies.





So you took Exit 46 off the high-
way to hell
Glad to have you back
Hold the mustard.
To Carol:
Careful, look behind you
For the Cheesecake
that follows you home.
Its .graham cracker crust
pads on the snowy path.
It leans seductively .
against the tree. "
You may eat it, •.
but don't leave crumbs.
Puter and the Redmen,
Being #1 is easy and so is being
humble. Just be careful or the
'Heels will 'Skins your face.
Love Goobie •
Teddy Bear:
Here's to a wonderful year and a
hundred more. Darling you're my
friend, my life, my everything. I
love you with all my heart and soul.
Do you remember...May 21, July
4,
The Empire, July 8, The Gra-




To- JOE, DOM, PIXIE, and EL-
LIE,
You're the bagels every girl




A belated happy birthday! When
can I sing to you?
E.G.
To Kathy & Elaine
Heard you were looking for some-
one like me. Keep up the search.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Mel G.
I want the world to know that the
power of advertising has always
fascinated me.
A Northam Woman
To- GOONEY BIRD and
JAMMY,
On this holiday I'm burnin' up for







High tops are red,
ih
Hey-
I keep falling but you're never
around when I need you most.





Have fun on your cruise. Bring me
back a seashell (not an orange) or





I love you more,
Now that Elvis is dead.
XQ
Eve-
Ydu're hard to live with,
You're hard to please,,
You're harder to cook for,
Unless it's macaroni and cheese.
Happy Valentine,
That roommate of yours
Christie





You love me, even if you don't
know it. You will discover this
when you decide" to give me your
leather jacket for Valentine's Day,
Anonymous
To the Tripod Staff:
You make me happy
You often make me mad
Mess up my office
And I'm calling Ellen's dad.
Madame Editor
To Elaine:
1 Isn't it funny: '
You and Lincoln share B-days
Isn't it funny, isn't it weird?
I thank the deities up above
You both don't have a beard
All my queer, bottled-up thoughts,
Carol
Paul V.
To our favorite freshman on cam-




To the Trin Hockey Team





Always there, always wonderful.
You know I love you,
Love,
"Sis" (But not really)
Lia




Please do what they say!
Your pawn
66 Vernon Street, 3rd floor
Thanks duders — for pining away,
with Carlo, $12.50 weekends, MTV
and scat talks. More messages for
us!..Happy V-day.
N C ' . . ' ' • • ; • : • • . : ; ' - • • ' . . ' • • • . ' ' .
Happy Valentine's Day! Hope my
next four months finds me next to i
my hot water bottle! . :
Love,'
Andy Grimaldi
I think your cute! Happy Valen-
tine's day.
Andrew
What can I say? Here's to 17 more




Best 4 1/2 months of my life.
You're one in a million and I'm
glad I found you. oops almost for-
got - 1 LOVE YOU!
Anisha
Lug-nuts-




What a great night that was in
Jarvis.
Krister
Fears, Blat, and Tomils,
Stop farting and start working.
Love, Your Big Sister
Rick C.




Called to wake you up last Sunday
but you weren't there (sob, sob)
Steve
Potts




Who thought a kiss on the roof




One Bowl is never a Nuf.
Jending:
Words cannot express balloons,'
cookies and scream, Maggot
McMuffins, and multiple hugs,
Time ain't been long, but I love
you Gimpy.
The Patient
To the #1 Tarheel:
Wishing you a Happy Valentine's
Day!
Love from a Redmen fan
To the Big Women:




Be Mine and be happy.
You're all I need.
My love, the Grey Panther
To my favorite sweetie:
Who is a sweetie every day of the




Cheers, Buddy. Now I know what
I'd do with you, but whatever
would I do without you? (The same
old fears . . .) •
:-•:• L o v e , F a n # 1 . -. ; ' : • .•'.' ;
Stephen Richard Drew
Congratulations on your senior art
exhibit!! Happy Valentine's Day!!
Love/Always, , :' ^
Eve Streisand '.••'•.', •'"''-'.'[
Our Dearest Rick, :
Your leering looks will linger in
our minds forever. Until We meet
a g a i n . I : • . • • : ; . ' • ; • •''..•'.'•' • / '
Tracy and Debby ^ :
C l a r k S . -••••'•:,•;--:••-vv:rTV"•:
I've never respected anyone or
their opinion as much as I do yours,
You're a fantastic guy and I hope
we'll be friends always. V
: Love, Vikki
Nicholas
I'm glad you're part of my life now.
Hopefully it will always be that
way. Please don't forget all the
thoughts and dreams we've
shared.
Love you, Vikki
toi! Joyeux jour de Valentine - Je
t'adore plus que je peux dire..
ton Amour
Dear Kitten,
Happy Valentine's Day to my fa-
vorite lizard. We love you, XO,
Thumper (arf-arf), Orsino, Nino,
and Bimba.
Moserhead,
You thought V-Day would be a
bummer, but I'd never let that




Don't you know gentile enemies
.can't leave Catholic rebels alone?
What's Paul gonna say when he
finds out?
To Orlie Dorlie;
The One and Only
Te quiero siempre
Feliz Dia de lost Mangoneadores
Trini
To Yyette
Be mine 2-day and 4-aIways!
Guess Who?
To Tracy M.:
I and I my friend.
L & K
S. Man . ' • -
ToRastaMan , .
Are you feeling We? Geneva N.Y,
seems a long way in the past, no?
May jah always be with you — live
a n d d i r e c t , • • • •
W-R. .' . -.
B . A J R , . , • , ' • ' •
You Mill my dreams. You love me
in a special way. Time "will reveal
so don't elver stop loving me. Te
Quiero • .
Y . E . S . ' ' • . '• • • '
ToVordo:
Flowers!, are flowers
To me it's all the same
Why on God's green earth
Are you keeping that name??
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On the Long Walk
What's Bishop Brownell Saying?
by Laura Danford and Virginia Beth Rowan
What do you think the statue of Bishop Brownell on the Quad is
saying? '
Jenny VanHoven '88 In pointing to the College, he's in-
dicating the source of greater
knowledge and education...or per-





Don't be foolish enough to change
the values for which Trinity has
stood for so long and wow do my




Hey, over in Jarvis, pull your shade
down!
Rob Horowitz '87
Since he's pointing to my room,
he's probably telling me to got
going on my senior project.
Will Thomas '86
I'll never tell because if you had to
stand here in this flowing robe with
your arm extended through rain
and snow, winter and summer for
hundreds of years, I can only guess
want you'd be saying..
Theresa Ziobro '85
Raise your hand and be SURE!
Kim Horstman '88
He's probably addressing his fel-
low students and faculty and trying
to provide them with some kind of
direction in their quest for greater
knowledge.
Rust Muirhead '85
He's pointing out the way to the
doors of knowledge, at least that's
what I think he stands for. For
what other reason would they put
a man pointing toward the school? •
By the way, who is he?
Come on, everyone, follow me.
There's a party in Jarvis.
Shoe Thieves at Trinity?
by David Rubingcr
Staff Writer
It seems that as part of human
nature, man has the natural urge
to stumble into danger. This need
to experience that criminal ele-
ment is sometimes brought on by
foreign substances — perhaps al-
cohol .— and the desire to acquire
an object that is for some reason
special, unique, and valuable. Here
entails the great scandal of the sto-
len Bowl-a-rama bowling shoes.
It's 2 a.m. You have left your
favorite campus social event to
stuff your furnace after a long
night's partying. Bubbles, that
friendly" all-nfghits Hwfcr&sa," "fa
awaiting your arrival at Makri';
Diner on the Berlin Turnpike.
Down the road from Makris,
Bowl-a-rama, that always open den
of strikes and spares, reluctantly
receives these high-spirited college
students. The students are then
confronted with those beautiful
multi-colored bowling shoes that,
traditionally accompany a trip to
the bowling lanes. Despite being
warned by the management of the
establishment to return the shoes,
many of our brave and daring fel-
low students flee from the bowling
alley, shoes in tow.
Ah, the prestige of your own pair
' of Bowl-a-rama bowling shoes,
there is no greater honor! But, this
true story cannot have a happy
ending. In our society, criminals
must be brought to justice. Little
did our future lawyers and busi-
nessmen realize that their lives of
crime would soon be discovered.
The owner of Bowl-a-rama was not
just sitting on his hands while his
"thirty dollar per pair" shoes high-
tailed into the morning darkness.
This man, Mr. Callahan, happens
to be an off-duty police officer. Mr.
Callahan wrote down license plate
numbers of many of the Trinity
students who managed to drive off
with bowling shoes. Most recently,
a group of bowling shoe bandits
was caught when the driver of the
get-away car had stick shift prob-
but also by members of the weth-
ersfiold Police Department It was
not a fun night for these luckless
thieves.
Mr. Callahaan has contacted the
Office of the Dean of Students and
reported soem names of students
alleged to have been involved in
bowling shoe thefts. Since then,
some forty pairs of bowling shoes
have been returned to Bowl-a-.
rama, according to Dean of Stu-
dents David Winer. Trinity Col-
lege can take no official action
against those students caught, but
Winer warns that "the school is
aware of these students, and they
will be dealt with if this behavior
continues on campus."
I*? \A
Pink Lights Instead of White?
by James Harper
All of us, especially those of us
who have been at Trinity for at
least a year, have noticed the en-
croachment of the pink lights.
These lights have gradually re-
placed the traditional white ones
found on campus, most noticeably
on the Quad. Now there is only one
white light left - on the Long
Walk outside of Seabury. Most tra-
ditionalists have negative feelings
about the newfangled pink lights.
"The [pink] lights are harsh, un-
attractive, and in a word, taste-
less," said one sophomore, "our
college deserves better."
;"To bathe our school in
pink...unhealthy and unnatu-
ral...From afar, Trinity must ap-
pear to be a 90 acre pink glow.
This gives the place a sort of nu-
clear feeling," noted a senior.
"Yes, this place is made out of
brick and stone, not uranium. We
are a learning plant, not a high
power nuclear plant, and the pink
lights tend to mislead people,"
added his friend.
"Pink is a woman's color,"
pointed out another sophomore, "I
know we went coed in 1969, but I
don't want this place to turn into
a Sweet Briar."
The Department of Buildings
and Grounds explains the switch to
pink as an economizing move: "We
can light the same area with 35
watts of pink light that would take
100 watts of white light. It's just
good sense," said a Buildings and
Grounds employee.
"Also, The pink lights are brigh-
ter, which makes it an issue of se-
curity too," he added.
Of course, what the issue of
lights boils down to is money. This
brings into question cash appropri-
ation. I can't help this scenario
from popping into my mind: Late
at night, the Director of Buildings
and Grounds throws his calculator
down triumphantly and shouts
"We only have to run the pink
lights 2 more days and we will have
saved enough money to build that
lavish folly in the Library court-
yard!" He jumps in the air, clicks
his heels, and telephones the brick-
yard, forgetting in his excitement
that it is late at night.
Now all of this may seem petty,
but once the last white light on the
Quad is replaced, everyone will be
under the spell of these lights.
Most people won't even notice
what has happened. This danger-
ous. Since I am just a journalist
and not an electrician or a witch
doctor, I don't know what the pow-
ers of these lights are. Don't worry
about seeming paranoid or super-
stitious; just watch out...
Campus Hit By Virus
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Features Editor
The recent outbreak of verbal
atrocities spewed around the Trin-
ity campus has been linked to a
new strain of virus. The disease,
Caputus Lame tun, has stricken an
alarming and consistently escalat-
ing number of students. While Ca-
putus Lametus is limited neither to
Trinity nor to its particular geo-
graphic location, experts are baf-
fled by the unusually dense
concentration of the virus at Trin-
ity.
While little is known about Ca-
putus Lametus, experts do know
that the virus attacks the brain of
its victim. With the crushing
squeeze of an elephant's trunk, the
virus wraps itself around the brain,
causing severe contraction of the
the cerebrum, loss of peripheral vi-
sion, and, in most victims, the in-
ability to see certain colors. In the
most severe cases, the individual
who has Caputus Lametus spouts
off words, phrases, and even dia-
logues of profane, obscene, or
somehow offensive content. It is
not yet known whether the victims
are cognizant of their ramblings,
although experts presently theo-
rize that the victims' awareness is
at least partial.
The last detail puts researchers
in a problematic position. What
they find most .frustrating about
Caputus Lametus is the victims'
apparent indifference of their own
ailment. Victims are hard to pin
down: They must be cornered.
Such setbacks leave experts una-
ble to do more than hypothesize
about the nature of the disease.
Based on their findings, a team
of experts has devised a composite
of the high-risk group, those most
likely to contract Caputus Lame-
tus. While they maintain that their
findings are only generalization
and that victims may deviate from
the typical, an overwhelming per-
centage of victims fall into this cat-
egory. Although the disease is not
gender specific, a majority of the
victims are male, white, socio-eco-
nomically upperclass, and publi-
cally heterosexual. They tend not
to be descended from Europeans,
except prehaps the British, and for
the most part, have politically con-
servative leanings.
Origins of the disease are uncer-
tain, although cliics in the District
of Columbia have been diagnosing
cases since 1980, when it was de-
clared that Caputus Lametus was
a national epidemic. Experts still
polarize on the issue of origin.
Equal numbers believe that the
disease is either communicable or
hereditary. Both hypotheses are
feasible. The argument for heredi-
tary goes as follows: The victim is
born with the disease, which lays
dormant until late adolescence
when it travels from its origins in
the pelvis upward toward the
brain. If it is communicable, ex-
perts are dumbfounded as to how
it is transmitted. All do fear a
copresence of origins, which would
make Caputus Lametus chronic,
progressive and untreatable.
Must the general populous, and
more specifically, the Trinity com-
munity, live in fear of Caputus La-
metus? No, experts claim, fear
increases vulnerability. The best
defense is awareness. Ignorance
amd negligence can make you the
next victim. Experts advise those
who come into contact with Capu-
tus Lametus victims not to shun
the apparent victim. They tend to
be emotional and irrational if
aroused. Reason and rational dis-
cussion should temporarily quell
the afflicted. Caputus Lametus can
be controlled.
Register.
It's Quick. It's Easy.






TEST PREWWATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Call Days, Eves & Weekends
CLASSES START EARLY MARCH
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
14 OAKWOOD AVENUE
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119
(203) 236-6851
Permanent Centers In More Than 120 Major U S . Cities 4 Abroad
For information about other centers
OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782
In New York State: Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.
Photo by Paul Brenner
SGA Update
continued from page 1
Gerber said that "anything
funded by the Student Activities
Fee is an extra curricular activity.
Academic credit is funded by tui-
tion. It's not the Student Aca-
demic Fee."
Tyler Vartenigian said that the
SGA "must set a precedent. If this
unique group [ConnPIRG] has a
problem with funding, what hap-
pens when other unique groups
have problems? The Fencing Club
Jsgiofca. team.. If,they- were a, t$#m,
they would need an adviser. The
College cannot afford that."
Roger Epstein, a representative
from ConnPIRG, said that
ConnPIRG's paying an adviser is
r.c different from the Tripod hir-
ing a printer or another organiza-
tion hiring a band.
Keith Waehrer, a representative
from ConnPIRG, said that the pro-
posed amendment "does not affect
WRTC, but it may in the future,"
The paid staff person at WRTC
maintains equipment. and "does
things students can't be expected
to know," he explained.
SGA Vice President Lee Coffin
said that the amendment "is not
intended to go after any said or-
ganization. The Student Activities
IJee should not be used to pay sa-
laries. The amendment precludes
us from ever having to go through
this mess again. It clarifies what
the Budget Committee can and
cannot do."
. After the meeting, several SGA
members complained that they had
been pestered or harassed exces-
sively by ConnPIRG members
ajbou.t how they would vqte ojvtbe
amendment.' '"
Before the debate and vote on
the amendment to Article X Sec-
tion 6 of the SGA Constitution, two
people from the University of
Hartford spoke to the SGA. They
are trying to pass a bill that would
eliminate sales tax on textbooks
and other educational materials.
The State of Connecticut would
lose about 3.5 million dollars in tax
revenues. The bill would not pro-
vide students with a substantial fi-
nancial gain. The money would r
probably stay right in Connecticut, /i
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boons ana educational materials
"would not kill the Connecticut
economy," according to one of the
UHart spokesmen.
Caroline Carney argued that it
would be better to remove sales
tax on staple goods — things that
would help poor people rather than
"students who have the luxury of
going to college."
The next SGA meeting will be
held tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Hamlin







At last week's InterFraternity
Council (IFC) meeting, Tim Robin-
son began his presidency by pre-
senting the IFC with new ideas for
the second semester.
Robinson had spoken with var-
ious members of the administra-
tion before last Thursday's
meeting. In his talks with the
administration, Robinson realized
that all the IFC should "coordinate
all fraternities and sororities into
a cohesive unit." Robinson also re-
alized the need for the IFC to co-
ordinate with other organizations,
John Bonelli and the Awareness
Week committee have asked the
IFC not to schedule any parties on
March 9. That night, there will be
an all campus party held in the
Washington Room. All proceeds
from the party will go tb Commu-
nity Outreach. Besides not having
any parties that night, Bonelli has
asked each of the fraternities and
sororities to donate a keg to the
party.
Robinson suggested that the
week before the alt campus party,
the IFC sponsor another party.
This party would raise funds for
the IFC that would go not only to
financing the all campus party held
during Awareness Week, but it
would also provide the IFC with a
budget.
Bonelli has also asked the fra-.
terhities to make their houses
available for lectures and discus-:
sion groups during Awareness
Week (March 3 through 11).
..The next. IFC meeting will be
held on February 28 at 9:30 p.m.
in New Lounge. The public is in-
vited to attend. .
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Foreign Study List
Name* Home Address
Abrams* Lesley H 8o
1701 Greenhlli Ave
a timington* UE 19806
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t»70 Cherokee Ln
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London SW2 3BP« ENGLAND
Foreign hail Address
6 Queens Gate Place Heus
London Stt7« ENGLAND
The Writing Center
...aplace where writers gather.
It's 7:00 p.m. Sunday
You've finally managed to make it to the library to
finish your paper that's due 8:30 a.m. Monday.
Need some help? Why not stop by the Writing
Center Satellite in Library Seminar Room #3.
We're open every Sunday from 7-11 p.m. to help
you with all your writing concerns.
#115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Call or drop by
for an appointment.
M-F, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
T, W, Th., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays, 7 p.m.-11 p.m. in
Library Seminar Rm. #3




Visitors to the Washington
Room on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 4:30 p.m. or on Sundays at 5:00
p.m. might think that Trinity is
holding auditions for the Broad-
way musical 4̂ Chorus Line. The
Washington Room is filled with
people wearing leotards and
sweatsuits. They are stretching
their muscles to the fullest extent.
There is an exercise leader partic-
ipating and yelling words of en-
couragement such as "Get the
most out of this!" or "Really work!
Work harder!" Actually this is
sophomore Joanna Colbert direct-
ing an aerobics session.
Joanna's addiction to aerobics
prompted her to conduct classes at
Trinity. Last summer, she partici-
pated in aerobics every day and
was scared of getting out of shape.
Once she started school in the fall,
she figured that the best way to
discipline herself would be to cre-
ate a steady classroom situation.
Jeff Martin, a dance and aerobics
instructor in New York, was Joan-
na's mentor. Through her sessions
with Martin, Joanna, a Theater
and Dance major, increased her
strength and endurance and im-
proved her dancing.
Joanna's venture has proven
successful. There is a steady group
of participants each week, and the
numbers keep growing. Laura
Vozella, whose first encounter with
aerobics was a few weeks ago,
wanted to tone up her body. Senior
Diann Chamberlain said, "I started
last semester because it is more
fun to work out with a group
rather than alone in your room."
Sophomore Lisa Howell has also
been attending aerobics since last
semester. She pointed out that
"Aerobics isolate parts of the body
and give a good work out. Joan-
na's enthusiasm is one of my main
reasons for returning every ses-
sion."
Each session begins with relax-
ation exercises for breathing and
then it advances to warm-up and
stretching exercises. Isometrics —
separately exercising one part of
the body — is the main idea of
aerobics. Participants first exer-
cise their heads, then the arms,
legs, stomach and hips. Joanna's
voice can be heard over the upbeat
music throughout the entire ses-
sion. She shouts words of encour-
agement and is constantly giving
instructions. She participates with
the class and never appears tired.
Shouting and exercising simulta-
neously requires an enormous
amount of coordination, which
Joanna definitely has.
Joanna's training and studying
is paying off. She wants to share
what she has found in aerobics. It
is "a tension-releasing form of ex-
ercise that's fun to do." She wishes
that "more men would attend the
sessions, especially those who par-
ticipate in athletics. It is a good
way to stretch out one's muscles
since there is not much isometrics
involved in sports."
Next time a voice is heard yell-
ing "Stretch! Flex!" from the
Washington Room on a Tuesday,
Thursday, or Sunday afaternoon,
remember that it is just Joanna
Colbert helping others feel good
about* themselves. ,
i t -
: photo by Kelly
Sophomore Joanna Colbert leads her aerobics class thrice weekly in the Washington Room.






Last week Outreach sponsored
several events. On February 7
many of the different groups Out-
reach works with came to Trinity
and set up display tables in the
basement of Mather. This event
was intended to acquaint Trinity
students with the different orga-
nizations with which Outreach
works.
Relief sold canned food oh Feb-
ruary 8 and made approximately
$64. That evening Relief showed
the movie "Trading Places."
Thanks to donations, the group
raided $20 to buy canned food- •
Outreach has been selling Val-
entine's Day carnations since Feb-
ruary 10 to raise money. The
carnations will be sold until today
and will be distributed on Valen-
tine's Day. The money raised will
help Outreach fund many of its
various projects.
Relief is still serving meals at St.
Elizabeth's house every other Sun-
day. Anyone interested should
contact Sydney Trattner or
Bridget McCormack.
Roger Godin, former Career
Counselor at Brown University,
has recently been appointed to the
position of Assistant Director of
Trinity's Office of Career Counsel-
ing.
Godin feels optimistic about his
position at Trinity and feels that
the department is close to being
what he wants. Although he has
brought new ideas to Trinity, there
are no particular improvements
which he feels the Office of Career
Counseling needs.
Godin feels that there are three
1 main aspects tohM job at Trinity f
to give students job information,
to help them focus on what they
do best and find the job which ful-
fills their talents, and to inspire
students to believe in themselves.
Godin believes that students
need to have confidence in them-
selves, to convince companies to
hire them. Another aspect of his
job is to calm seniors down. Godin
believes that seniors tend to panic
unnecessarily if they haven't found
jobs by March. •
Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
interested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Con-
gress in their offices and on their com-
mittees.
• Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy
issues. .
• Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman of the Congressional
Intern Advisory Council.
• Discussjon Groups to share infor-
mation and opinions with fellow student
participants from around the country.
Filing deadline for Semester I: April 1.
For applications and information:
BOSTON
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,. MA 02215
617/353-2408
An Equal Opportunity Institution
Since Godin has been at Trinity,
he feels that students have been
extremely interested and that Ca-
reer Counseling programs have
been well attended. He attributes
part'of the high level of attendance
to Trinity's small size. Through
word of mouth, almost all seniors
are aware of different events.
One difference Godin has found
at.Trinity is that fewer companies
come to campus than did at Brown.
Because of Brown's reputation,
more companies do on-eampus re-
cruiting. Trinity students are
forced to approach more compa-
nies on their own.
Godin hopes to get underclass-
men involved in the Office of Ca-
reer Counselling. He believes that
self-assessment should begin be-
fore a student's senior year. Al-
though he does not want to force
students to make job decisions too
soon, Godin feels that senior year




continued from page 1
planning of a firm budget, and to
this • day expenditures of each de-
partment are reviewed monthly
and compared to expected expend-
itures. Thus Trinity was able to
pull itself out of its financial mud-
dle by fiscal year 1971. If, as the
Johnny Walker ' scotch ad sug-
gests, success is measured by how
much one is in the black, then Trin-
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riculum, even though I wasn't a
faculty member...so it was all sort
of confusing at first. And I had a
lot of allegiance to the depart-
ment, because I had come from a
program at Wesleyan that was
very department-orientated.
Now I was working on a music
department show, then a theater
department show, and Dance con-
certs, and changing light bulbs,
and I wasn't quite sure what my
responsibilities were.
That was the biggest challeng to
me, then: to define my own job. As
it turns out, I have defined my own
job.
I've made it what I think it
should be as what I think it should
be based on the circumstances.
That means a lot of conversations
with the (Theater/Dance) Depart-
ment about the nature of the tech-
nical program here, how to get the
students interested, etc. I've reor-
ganized the curriculum; I started
the basic production class, which
was a tremendous success, even
though you see me here this se-
mester working alone; that's be-
cause we don't have any basic class
(writer's note: Brian 'is only paid
to teach one class each semester.
He elected to teach the advanced
class to maintain continuity with
the people he'd introduced to tech-
nical theater.) Last semester, on a
Friday afternoon like this, there
would have been fourteen people
in the shop.. What's going to take
me all afternoon would have taken
them an hour.
In terms of the physical space (of
the shop), when I got here, it was
fairly disorganized. I didn't under-
stand the organization, let me put
it that way, so basically I canned
it and put in my own. I put in some
long days when I first got here,
!but I think it all fuctions much bet-
ter now.
You mean the structure of thea-
ter at Trinity?
Yes, exactly. I feel that people •
in the department are more aware
of some of the short-comings of the
staffing of the center. I think all of
the producers are a little more sen-
sitive as to what can and can't be
done. I think that's to a large ex-
tent a result of my sitting in on
meetings.
In terms of my job, I really like
the kind of work I do; in fact, if I
could do this type of work the rest
of my life, I'd be very happy: build-
ing things, fixing things, problem
solving...being accessible to stu-
dents, teaching a class now and
then, doing some designing; there
are many facets to my job. I feel
that that's a real plus, you know. I
like the fact that I can have a shop,
and organize it, and play with the
gear. Does that make any sense?
Oh, sure, yeah. But I'm going to
put you on the spot a little and
ask if you think the lack of tech-
nical staff has been a real set-
back to the development of
technical students at Trinity?
What I've seen since I've been
here is a design class(Fall '83) with
two people in it, and a design class
that now has, twelve people in it
this semester. I've talked to a
number of students who are really
discontent. They get involved, take
the basic class, and they want to
go on, but they're not quite sure
what's here. There's only a couple
of courses, and the biggest draw-
back, as far as I'm concerned, is
learning how to build something is
only the very first step. Learning
how to design is kind of the ulti-
mate goal of a technical depart-
ment. Teaching people how to
design, how to use the tools in a
creative way; not just how to ham-
mer a nail, but how to get what
you want creatively. That's why I
feel that technical theater has a
definite place in the liberal arts.
You know: I'll design a show, then
we'll bring in this outside de-
signer, and he and the students
don't get a chance to see a faculty
designer ' designing that show,
working with the technical direc-
tor, going .through the whole proc-
ess. We're constantly dealing with
people who are coming into our sit-
uation, they don't really know how
we work, they don't know the di-
rectors, they don't know what kind
of facilities we have, and so it takes
them a long time to adjust before
they're aware of the situation. And
I think that's confusing to a lot of
students — to always see a differ-
ent designer.
I try to design as much as I can,
but given the amount of jobs I have
to do I don't have the time to really
guide students through the design
process, which I think is neces-
sary, If someone wants to come in
and talk about designing, there
should be time for that within the
system, and I feel that there isn't
enough right now.
So you feel that there's a need
for something like the position
of designer-in-residence?
Oh, definitely. There's no ques-
tion in my mind...someone who's
teaching a class and then going out
and doing it, not just talking about
it. But I feel that we have a lot of
students who are competent tech-
nically, because I give them all the
work they can take. But in terms
of making that leap to being a de-
signer, to getting out there and
really thinking creatively, about
how to apply that stuff..I think
that's where we're weak. I mean,
a lot of money goes to outside de-
signers, and it would be nice to see
some of that money go to a faculty
person. And also we need some-
body to help me build the damn
show.
What has your role been in the
increased student participation
in technical theater here?
The first thing, in answer to that,
is that in terms of my organization
• of the shop, and the space of the
theater, the light booth, and all of
that stuff; I think you'll find that
my keynote is simplicity. Anytime
that I'm reorganizing anything, the
whole time I'm doing it I'm think-
ing: Can any student walk in here,
basically know what switch they're
looking for, and where to find it?
Could they? fcfow,.. I can say to
someone, go i^f the f̂cibol rodm,
and hanging- on the wall you'll find
a hammer, and there it is. It's right
in front of you. And everything's
labeled, and it's kind of a joke, but
I really feel that I don't want this
to be intimidating to students. I
want this to , be very accessible.'
And sometimes that's caused me a
lot of work, because I've put things
in writing, about how to do stuff,
and I've done a lot of other think-
ing about how to "make this acces-
sible to everyone. If it were just
me, I could have my own little sys-
tem. I'm in a state of constantly
trying to simplify things. So that's
kind of my overall approach.
Obviously, starting the basic
production class is a major move,
because it gets a lot of people in-
volved.'It's hands-on experience.
They see a show right from start
to finish, they work from the plans,
and they have their own projects
— they're asked to take positions
of responsibility. I was just talking
to . Mark(Bishop) and
Steve(Brenman) about how if you
give students a limited amount of
responsibility they'll respond. In-
stead of saying, "Okay, hammer
this nail and hammer that nail,"
you say, "here's this drawing,
you're going to cut the pieces and
then you're going to put it to-
gether." I think therr's much more
involvement. And I think that's a
much better use of students, be-,
cause they don't want to be treated
like they're two-year-olds. In a
way, you've got to give them
enough rope to hang themselves.
But that keeps their interest.
What is this new position of crew
cheif?
We have two kinds of events
here at the center for arts. We
have events that are put on paid
performers, or lectures, or some-
thing like, that. Then we have de-
partment shows: Music
Department shows, Theater/Dance
Department shows. When I first
got here, there were only a few
people who knew how to work on
these paid shows, and they got paid
to dp it. There was this one stu-
dent that kind of did it all. But
there was only one of him. That
meant that I spent a lot of my time
setting up shows and lectures. So
I started thinking, "You know, this
is all so simple." I mean, a lecture
is nearly the same thing every
time. So, I sat down and drew up
some simple plans about what we
needed for a particular event. Then
I also became aware that there
were a lot of students out there
who wanted to work on this stuff
and get paid for it, but I didn't
have the time to communicate with
all of them. So then I thought,
"AHA; I'll get a student to do the
communicating!" So I know the
work that's gotta happen, I just
need someone to get the people to
do it. I can teach them how to do
it.
Is there anything else you'd like
to say in general?
I'd just like to say in summary,
that I think the program here has
a lot of potential. I've seen a lot of
kids who come in and know how to
do all this stuff. I have twelve peo-
ple in a design course now, and I
had twelve people in a basic course
last semester, so there's no ques-
tion that the kids are there and
interested. The real question is:
What's the department going to do
for them? We have to offer them
something. You know, you get a
producer in here who wants me to
do something, I tell him we don't
have the staff, and they say,"Well,
get someone." What am I sup-
posed to do, call up a student and
say,"Hey, I'll buy you a Coke,
c'mon in and work for ten hours."




I would like to see someone who
has a strong understanding of how
technical theater works in rela-
tionship to other creative aspects
of production. Someone who un-
derstands the organization is im-
portant, and • someone who
understands the organization is not
necessarily a blockade to creativ-
ity. They'll need to understand
that, because of the parameters of
the program, I need a clear idea in •
advance of what's necessary for a
production so J,cattfflg^B$ou^how,<
much ii's'goirig to feost, etc', S.'ramk
that if you have a good director
working with a good designer, you
get clear information. You know
what you're dealing with. In the
past here, I've felt like I didn't
have a clear idea of what I was
dealing with, because either the di-
rector hasn't decided, or I'm not
familiar with the designer because
I've never worked with him be-
fore. In that case, I spend most of
my time figuring out, okay, what
role,am I playing this time, am I a
little bit designer, or am I all car-
penter, am I just a technical direc-
tor? Because it changes every
show.
I would also like to see someone
who's interested in how the tech-
nical field is growing and changing
as new technology comes in. I think
we also need someone who can un-
derstand simplicity. I see simplic-
ity as a real virtue. I'm looking for
someone who really understands
what it takes to put on a show and
who is sensitive to the require-
ments as John Woolley and I put
them out. Also, I hope we get
someone who really wants to see a
faculty desoign position here, and
who will push for that with the
faculty and administration.
The next people 1 went to speak
with were Tracy Hartley '85 and
Karen Perlow '85. I spoke to them
in Karen's space in Austin Arts
Center; this space has been set aside
for the crew chief. Both of them have
been involved with theater at Trin-
ity for several years, and I thought
that they might be able to offer some
valuable insight as to how things
have changed in that time.
How did you folks get involved
in technical theater at Trinity
College?
Karen: I became involved during
the summer of my freshman year
when I ended up, I have no idea
how, an apprentice at the Sum-
merstage program, as a technical
assistant. I wanted to work at the
children's theater as an actress,
which was the only thing I really
cared about, and I was not taken
on by that (acting) company, so I
was heartbroken. So I thought it
was pretty funny when I found
myself signed on as a technical as-
sistant, because I knew absolutely
nothing. That summer, I worked
with lights, and props, and sets.
So you've been involved in tech-
nical theater for three and a half,
four years now. How have things
changed?
Karen: Well, in terms of my own
involvement...Things are a lot
.mqi^fi^bAwijue, hu,t,maybe that's
1 jilst"be(iftuse'*f''Kfiowv'hoV tb'dto
more. I think the concept of trying
to involve people in the whole proj-
ect, not just, "You hammer this"
nail or hang this light," is a trend
that has been going on for a year
and a half or so, and is one that I
think is really positive,
How did you get started, Tracey?
Tracey: I did some theater in high
school, but when I got here, I
didn't do any technical theater
during my freshman year. Then,
my sophomore year, I took Rog-
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er's(Shoemaker) 102 class, and I
had to come back here and put in
ten or fifteen hours. Then I went
away to England last year, and I
did a lot of theater there. I got
back here last year and wandered
in to see what was going on, and
was amazed at the change that had
taken place technically.
What, or who, would you say is
responsible for the change?
Tracey: I'd say Brian is pretty
much responsible for the change.
He's a little different from the
technical director that was here
before. Things were a bit more
chaotic...Things run smoother
now. It's a lot easier to come in
and learn things. You don't have
to know how to do everything
when you start.
What would you like to see for
technical theater at Trinity in the
future?
Karen: I think I'd like to see more
student design. I'm not particu-
larly a designer, myself. I've never
had that inclination, but this past
year, there really hasn't been very
much opportunity for student de-
sign of lighting or sets.
Tracey, how has your involve-
ment in theater affected your ca-
reer aspirations?
Tracey: From working in the thea-
ter I know that I want to go into
something related to it. I'd like to
go to film school. I've studied pho-
tography and theater together, and
and it just seemed like a logical
idea to study film later. I've also
learned a lot of valuable things
about lighting and directing from
my involvement with theater.
turning and make-up.
What kind of student crew do
you have here?
Martha: There's three juniors and
a freshman. The three juniors have
worked for me since they were
freshman; which is good because
we know how each of us work and
it's a nice unit. They're all paid for
their work; some of it's work
study.
Do you get to teach any classes
on costuming or make-up?
Martha: No. I did. I think it was
in '78 and '79, I taught costume
design and some construction
courses, but then the funding for
those classes got cut. I haven't
taught since then.
So these people come to you and
they get on-the -job training?
Martha: Yeah, that's what it
amounts to. In some ways that's
better; at'least as far as construc-
tion is concerned, just to toss them
into it and say, "okay, this is what
you do."
From your perspective as the
costume designer, what would
you like to see in the selection of
the new theater faculty, in terms
of priorities?
Martha: Since this is a college,
they have to have the ability to
teach; that's the first thing.In
terms of their work, it would nice
if the new people know what they
want, or who are willing to listen
to ideas. It's very hard to work
with a director who doesn't know
what he'd like. That's impossible
for everyone. I've worked with a
couple of directors like that and
it's very frustrating. Of course, I'd
how it's built; not only what I'm
drawing, but what goes into it.
Which is one of the hardest things
to get a sense of unless you join a
construction company for a couple
of years; which for a woman is a
hard thing to do.
What do you recommend in the
way of future technical theater
at Trinity?
Maria: I think that based on the
turnout we had for "baby tech," it
should be pretty self-evident that
it's a good class, and that it isn't a
gut class. I don't think that anyone
walked out of that course without
learning something. It gave a to-
tally new perspective on what
"time spent" means. I think that
they should definitely institute that
class every term, because, I think
also that Brian needs the help.
That's why I go in whenever I can.
And I think that they should also
expand on it. I mean, if this is a
liberal arts school, then they should
take that label a little more seri-
ously.
After this conversation in the Cave,
I went to the Green Room in Austin
Arts Center to talk to LeAnn Mur-
phy '86. LeAnn is the shop foreman
and the technical director of the
Jesters.
LeAnn, tell me about technical
theater.
LeAnn: There's a lot of opportu-
nity to do technical theater, but
there really isn't much in the way
of technical theater.
There's a lot of opportunity to
work on shows, but there's not a
lot of opportunity to be trained.
It's a shame, because we really
Brian's going to be helping me pull
together a lot of the things I've
learned by working on a video
project later in the semester.
Is there anything else you'd like
to say, in general?
Tracey: I just hope things continue
to develop the way they have been;
we just need more. More classes
would be good. One per semester
is knid of slim.
Karen: I think it's hard for Brian
to have to choose between whether
he should offer basic production
techniques and get all of his sets
built, or if he should offer design
for the people who've already had
"baby tech."
The next person I went to talk to
was Martha Banks, the resident
costumer, to get, some of her views
on technical theater. Costumes are
a vital, but often overlooked, aspect
of technical theater, andlknew that
Martha, as always, would have a
willing ear and some time to share
her views.
Could you talk about your expe-
rience of theater here at Trinity?
How did you end as the resident
costumer here?
I started out as an acting major,
when I was at UConn. Then I took
a costuming class just for the heck
of it, and I decided I liked it better
than acting. I got hired here the
first season of Summerstage,
which was back in 1977, and I've
just sort of hung around here ever
since.
What has your experience at
Trinity been like?
Martha: I'd say it's probably been
pretty average for college theater.
I'ts a small theater, so it's not quite
as hectic all of the time as some of
the places I've worked at. But be-
cause I'm the only staff here, ex-
cept for the four kids, that it
sometimes seems like it's a lot
more hectic than it really is. I bas-
ically take care of everything: cos-
love to have directors here who are
sensitive to technical theater; who
don't think of it as "the frosting
on the cake," because that's not
what it's supposed to be. But, of
course, the academics have to come
first; that's what it's all about.
My next stop was down at the Cave,
to interview a person who's rela-
tively new to technical theater at
Trinity, Maria-Meta Ritter, '85.
Maria, how did you get involved
in technical theater?
Maria: I've always had an interest
in theater, I just never knew that
much about it at Trinity until a
friend of mine, Martha, said that
she'd talked to Brian Rieger. He'd
come to give a lecture to her color
interaction class about lighting,
and she was really interested in it.
He was having a baby tech class
last semester, and she planned to
join it and it sounded really inter-
esting to me, so I joined it. And I
got totally absorbed in it. I loved
working with Brian; he's a great
person to work with. Really easy,
everything with him is okay. If you
mess up, he'll always find ways to
fix it. When I was little, I was
treated like a little girl; I wasn't
allowed to handle tools or anything
like that. So it makes me feel a
little more independent; I know
how to handle things now and I
could probably build something if
given the right instructions, which
is really a nice feeling. And I really
enjoy watching the staging go up,
and watching the running of the
show. So that's basically how I got
interested in it, through word of-
mouth.
So you'd say that doing technical
theater has made you more con-
fident? '
Maria: Oh, definitely. It's made me
a lot more confident, not only in
handling tools, but even in my ar-
chitecture now I feel a lot more
confident. Because now I know
have the facilities to give people
the training. It's a really good ex-
perience to work with the profes-
sionals that come in, because each
of them has his own way of doing
things. So you learn a lot each time
you do it. In technical theater, peo-
ple can work for student produc-
tions, professional productions, or "
for the Jesters. This year, we've
gotten a lot more people who are
interested in technical theater than
ever before.
Are there any reasons you'd like
to put forward for that?
LeAnn: One of the biggest reasons
for that is that we have a technical
director of the theater who's easy
to work with; he's patient with the
students and he's willing to teach
them if they wantjxv learn. And
we also got a muchmore organized
crew this year, which is headed by
our illustrious crew chief, Karen
Perlow.
There's a whole new perspective
from our viewpoint(that of the stu-
dents); just little things like get-
ting t-shirts for the. crew, a space
for .the, cjrew- people, the call
boards, etc. Those were things we
never had my freshman and soph-
omore years. I think it's just been
built up more. At the beginning of
the year, we had a meeting for all
of the people who're interested in
doing technical theater and ap-
proximately 35 showed up. That
was about the largest number of
people who ever showed up at one
of those. There were more people
who showed up for technical stuff
than tried out for shows this year.
Which was a really good feeling
for me, because usually it's the
other way around.
In the future, I'd like to see more
courses offered, since I'm planning
to go to graduate school in.techni-
cal theater. Even in the course cat-
alog, they say that there's these
courses listed that are supposed to
be offered, but they aren't taught
because we don't have any full-
time technical instructors. We
have a technical director for the
theater, but he can't be expected
to run the theater and teach all
those courses that are listed.
The last person I spoke with was
Brad Babbitt, a sophomore. Brad
was relaxing up in the lighting
booth, calmly manipulating the
computer, running the lights for
last week's production"bj Abduc-
tion from the Seraglio. In between
his running of the show, which
looked as if it had years of experi-
ence to back it up, he answered my
questions about the technical thea-
ter program here. He echoed many
of the sentiments already voiced in
this article, but I think he summed
it up in a very concise manner by
saying, "look at it this way, as of
right now, the technical program
is bigger than the acting or the
theater program, in terms of stu-
dent involvement. The growth over
the last year and a half has been
tremendous, just tremendous. The
problem is that, due to a lack of
support from the curriculum, we're
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Renowned English Organist Nicholas Kynaston
by Jane R. Weinfeld
On Saturday,the Trinity Organ
Series presented the highy ac-
claimed British organist, Nicholas
Kynston, This concert marks the
beginning of Kynaston's 6th North
American tour. Kynaston's choice
of music was both original and un-
expected. Instead of performing
the usual toccatas and fugues, he
delighted the audience with music
by Dupre, Saint-Saens, and Jon-
gen, as well as Bach.
Kynaston began the perform-
ance with a Bach Chaconne in D
minor. This peice is a Baroque
dance of the 18th century. Unlike
the typical Baroque fugue, how-
ever, the Chaconne is slow in
tempo, thus preventing the piece
from grasping the heightened
emotionalism of the era.
The Dupre Evocation, Poeme
Symphonique, Op.37 is a typical
piece of the 20th century. It is a
complex piece with serveral eerie
moments, and it is difficult to note
any sort of continuity. With this
disturbingly choppy piece, Kynas-
ton was able to convey the "unap-
proachable agony" of Dupre's
music.
Saint-Saens' Danse Macabre, my
personal favorite, is a modern
waltz arranged specifically for the
organ. It is far more lyrical than
the other pieces performed, but the
mood and emotion are just as com-
plex. It, too, has a ghostly aura,
but unlike the Dupre, Danse Ma-
cabre concludes in complete reso-
lution of mood and tone.
The final piece, Sonata Eroica
by the Belgian composer Jongen,
is a 20th century piece of theme
and variations. It begins with a
rather showy, atonal section then
modulates into a beautiful seg-
ment which features the theme and
variations. Kynaston demon-
strates his skill most fervently in
this section of the piece as his feet
are forced to work as diligently as
his fingers. Jongen dabbles in the
Chinese before returning to a soft
eeriness, finally ending with the
disjointed atonality of the begin-
ning
Although the mood of Kynas-
ton's music was primarily one of
the ethereal and uncanny, his per-
formance was no less than superb.
He conveyed wonderfully the mood
of each piece and allowed the au-
dience to revel in the beauty of the
music.
The next concert presented by
the Trinity Organ Series will be on
April 19 and features concert or-
ganist Ellen Landis. Anyone re-
motely interested in music should
attend this performance and ex-
perience the beauty of the art.
Heel to Toe: Chen & Dancers Grace Goodwin Stage
by Catherine Nemser
On Friday, Chen and Dancers
performed in the Goodwin Thea-
tre. The company performed four
pieces,.the first called Tracings —
a mood piece of past time. Danced
to oriental music, the dancers
seemed to float on stage. This was
the company's strongest piece.
The dancers' rising and falling
movements created rhythmic pat-
terns, It seemed suggestive of
growth and decay. The group
worked as a whole on stage creat-
ing a communal effect. By repeat-
ing certain actions, they made
patterns recur. The movements
were so light, it seemed as if the
dancers were moving randomly.
They appeared as scattered leaves
whirling in the wind. Behind this
light atmosphere was a sense of
order, A balanced composition was
going on using repetition and op-
position to create the order.
The next piece was called Jour-
ney. It was divided into four parts,
reflecting the life of the turtle. (In
China, the turtle is symbol of lon-
gevity.) These dances were comic
Barbagallo at UGONN
• James Barbagallo is truly one of the outstanding keyboard artists of;his
generation, ,He is sure to prove this-when he performs at CTGONN's
Jorgensep Auditorium in" Storrs, on Sunday, February ,17th at 3:00 p.m.
James Barbagallo first came to public attention in 1970 whe'n he won •
the San F-rancisco Symphony Young Artist Award. Since that time this
rising young star has captivated audiences world wide. At the .1982 Tchai-
kovsky International Piano Competition he was the only American pianist
to take a prize—the Bronze Medal. .> ' '
Sunday's program at Jorgensen will feature Bach's French Svik 111 in
B minor, Schumann's Davidsby/ndkrianze, Ravel's MvfoirQ and Proko-
fiev's Sonata No. tin'D'lininof','OpJJf. r , . - , . . , • ' . ' , .
For more information call tile Jorgensen Auditorium at 486-4226.
!!!!James Brown!!!!
W00OOO0W!!!!!! It's James Brown, the "hardest working man in show '
business" will bring his exciting per/ormaace to the Palace-New Haven .
for one show on Sunday, February 17 at 8;00 p.m.
1 The James Brown legend is familiar to most every knowledgable music-
fan,' His mixtue of soul, funk, contorted R&B. and searing gospel is imi-
tated by musicians everywhere. ' . - •
- James Brown tixs are now on sale. For info and reservations call 624-
TIXS or call 24-hr CHARG1T, 1-800-223-0120. , '
The Soni Fidelis Trio
• ' On Wednesday, February 13, the Center Church in downtown Hartford
will present tile Soni Fidelis Trio in a program of Mozart,- Pleyel and •
Tomasi, Thievery fine woodwind group is composed of Greig- Shearer, '
--'flutist; Ronald Kientzman, clarinetist; and Pavid Fox, bassoonist. All are
well known area, musicians. :
- Please call tho church office before 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday(249-5631) for
lunch arid program reservation at a $3,00 suggested donation.
Drink of the Week
The Girl Seoul Cookie
Shot of vodka, ' '
1/2 ounce green crome de menthe,
1/2 ounce light crome de cacao,
4 ounce? cream or milk.
This drink Is made for "pounding," that is, downed hi one gulp, For this
reason tho driiik is to he shaken with ice and strained "up" into shot
tflaswa. This rt-cipe will make throe or four drinks; decrease the liquor
slightly when mrikinf:; more
Chen and Dancers hold master class photo by Lisa Nlgro
STUDY
and whimsical, expressive and en-
tertaining.
Sprinti Sony was a pleasant in-
teraction of two traditional roles
— the male dominant and female
submissive. The dance was playful,
complex, and lightly erotic.
Mott. Street, the last dance, ex-
pressed the social plight of the
Chinese American,' especially the
difficulty of assimilating into the
American lifestyle, as well as the
oppression of -a racist, industrial
society. The music here was en-
tirely stylized American country.
The dancing too seemed to acquire
a Western air. The social theme
came across clearly .in its repeti-
tion, but the overtones were so ob-
vious as to admit overkill.
Basically, the Eastern style of
dance incorporated in Chen and
Dancers, such as flexed feet, point-
ing outward and bending at the
joints to create angles, made the
dancers interesting to watch. Un-
fortunlMy, there was,not enough
content to keep the viewer's inter-
est magnetized. The pieces could
have been more daring and visu-
ally stimulating. Everything was
danced well, with excellence and
precision, yet the choreographer
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Student Profile: Artist/Photographer Julia Horky
by Christopher P. Corbett
Arts Editor
Julia Horky is a Senior Studio
Arts major. Following is an inter-
view in which Julia gives her
impressions of her student life and
artistic experience here at Trinity.
The photographs on this page were
part of an exhibition of her work
in photography and sculpture,
which was recently on view at the
Arts Center.
Tell me, Julia, now that you ap-
proach the end of your student ca-
reer here, what you plan on doing
upon graduation?
Well, I think professional photog-
raphy is where I want to be. Ulti-
mately I'd like to get into
cinematography, but (laughs) you
can't become Fellini overnight.
For sure, no one ever said start-
ing out is going to be a picnic.
Yeah, I'm ready to run for coffee.
I live in L.A. and know lots of peo-
ple who get right in. You have to
learn from the bottom up, but I
think that's important. I can run
for coffee for a little, while.
For example, the receding stairs
theme of my photographs is echoed
in my sculpture. But yes, people
were really taken by the photo-
graphs.
I can see why. Someone de-
scribed your photographs as "rich
and full of life," as we walked
about with our Pimm's. Someone
else used the word "cinematic,"
which I thought was particularly
graphic.
That's all cinematography is, a
series of photographs. That's howl
look at it. Taking something that's
still and putting it in motion. I
think its fascinating.
Some other students who will
exhibit their works in Garmany
Hall this semester are: Kitty
Brims, Stephen Drew, Kristine
Smith, Paula Prosper, and Deanna
Landry.
The exhibits are free and open
to the public. Receptions will be
held on Tuesdays from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. during each exhibition.
What can you tell me about the
"Trinity experience" for the crea-
tive artist?
response to my photography was
great. I don't know of anyone who
has done a photography show to
that extent.
M ecome Fellini overnight/*
<A*1t'
So, Julia, what began your inter-
«st in^qjiograpby, and where do,
you see it taking you?
It started in high school. I got
really interested in photo-journal-
ism. I entered various contests, like
the Journalism Education Associ-
ation's, and was fairly successful.
I won 2nd place in the nation in
the individual photo-journalist
category.
Yeah, I'd say that's fairly suc-
cessful.
Well,' photography is the one
thing that I like to do, and do best
I've had a couple of semi-offers in
beginning film production. What
I'd like to do is to produce or ac-
tually shoot the film, not particu-
larly edit.
The professors are excellent,
knowledgeable, cmditvery reputable.
But I feel'sorry for' the professors,
I mean, the facilities are basically
inadequate. The money doesn't flow
to the fine arts here. The necessary
supplies are just not here. But you
don't come to Trinity to be an arts
major. I came here for a good lib-
eral education. As an end result,
it's been a great experience. Studio
Arts is really different. We all go
through the same pain. People don't
see us at the library, we're at Aus-
tin. Austin has its own identity.
The exhibition of your work , I
must say, was a phenomenal suc-
cess in its presentation (not to
mention the terrific reception).
What is nice about the senior
show is that it's so individualistic.
No one tells you what to do. Hey, I
wanted to throw a parly. And the
The emphasis of the showing
seemed to be on the photos'&fihfer
than the sculpture.
True, although my sculpture
really relates to my photography.






Round trip flight from Mew York, 7 nights
hotel accommodations, round trip airport
transfers and baggage handling, college
week activities. Stay in downtown Nassau
near exciting nightlife and just across the
street from fabulous Bahama beaches. Op-
tional 10 day, 2 week trips available.
$385 complete, no hidden expenses, in-
cludes taxes and gratuities. $50 deposit re-
quired, very limited space.
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT, ACT NOW
For further information contact:
Robert Edelstein 726-0756 or Eric Miller 726-0374





Acceptance: To regard as normal, suitable, or usual.
Tolerance: To endure without repugnance, to put up with.
I accept people for what they are, resisting the urges
to change their ideas or discourage their growth as
human beings. I tolerate football, T.V. reruns, and bad
table manners. Notice how [ accept people and tolerate
things? There's been a lot of talk about tolerance and
acceptance lately, especially in regard to special interest
groups on campus.
As you might have guessed by now, this is another
commentary on Trinity's homophobia controversy. This
entire issue has led us to question what we mean when
we say liberal. Do we mean that Trinity is liberal for
allowing groups to gather on the basis of their sexuality
or do we mean the students are liberal for accepting
the right for such groups to exist? Some students have
even taken liberal to mean their right to express opinion,
no matter how much they may outrage or offend. All of
this talk and accusation has been somewhat helpful. It
has made us realize we do have a problem accepting
others because we may fear or mistrust certain aspects
of that person's character. We may tolerate the prefer-
ence of a peer, whether it be political, sexual, or ideal-
ogical, but do we really accept that peer as "an equal,
capable and deserving of our love and respect? Being
called a liberal does not necessarily mean embracing
every idea and belief indiscriminately. It is the acceptance
o.f ideas and beliefs that liberates the mind from the
intolerance and oppression of the world around us.
For most of us, accepting a person is the easy part.
Trying to accept convictions and beliefs is not easy, and
most of us lapse in to toleration rather than making the
eifort to accept and establish a postive relationship.
Students cannot be prevented from expressing their feel-
ings, for everyone has a right to. Accept a person or
idea, tolerate opinion and feelings, and make the effort
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ETTERS
Please Stress Accuracy In Articles
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the
opening of a dialogue about the is-
sue of abortion which was titled
"The Abortion Dilemma" of the 2/
5/85 Tripod. I would specifically
like to address some of the myths
which. John Shiffman wishes to
perpetuate about the "terror" and
"butchery" of coming to a decision
about abortion. I once had to delib-
erate about such a decision be-
cause a few years ago my lover
and I were pregnant. I'll have you
know this was one of the most
thought out decisions I have ever
had to make. There is a tremen-
dous responsibility in either deci-
sion. I cannot overemphasize the
gravity of undergoing an abortion.
• My point here is to correctly in-
form the readers about the tech-
nique that John Shiffman
incorrectly calls "dilation and ex-
traction technique." In order to
justify his point, Shiffman distorts




I am responding to the letter on
homophobia printed last week
signed "a concerned student."
Whether the argument was right
or not, it is entirely negated by the
bigotry exhibited in the final' line,
where the "concerned student"
condemns the WASP. The white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant is por-
To the Editor:
. The sislors of Delta Delta Delta
1 would like to gratefully thank the
Audio Visual Department of Trin-
ity College, St. Anthony Hall, and
Alpha Delta Phi for helping us with
our party on February 3. With
their help, our event was a great
success enabling us to.raise over
trayed in this article as uncaring
and unfeeling. The author must re-
alize that such generalizations are
as pig-headed as many of the gen-
eralizations made about homosex-
uals.
The WASP suffers discrimina-
tion and resentment from people
like this "concerned student." I re-
alize that this issue was beaten to
the death in the Tripod last semes-
ter, but obviously to no avail.
The hypocrisy of condemming
one group (WASPs) while speak-
ing out against the condemnation
of another (homosexuals) is appall-
ing and un-enlightened. No won-
der this "concerned student" was
ashamed to sign his or her real
name.
James G. Harper
what is more properly called a "D
$; C" or "dilation and cutterage."
If John Shiffman were to read a
tenth grade biology book, he would
realize that the baby does not de-
velop in the woman's vagina, but
rather in her uterus. Some further
research might have led the author
to find out that this technique is
utilized usually during the first
trimester only, when the embryo
is no larger than a beer cap (de-
spite the unorthodox comparison).
The logistics of the operation re-
quire dilating the cervix, or neck
of the uterus, and scraping the im-
planted tissue from the uterine
wall. This is by no means "simply
inserting an instrument" as Shiff-
man would have us to believe, be-
cause any tissue missed will limit
the reproductive capability of the
woman at a later time. The com-
mon reference to coat hangers be-
little the fact that were abortion
not an option, this indeed would be
the method of illegal D&C's. Need-
less to say, this is not a pleasant
idea.
Once again, my point is to ask
for accurate rather than distorted
and fallacious statements which
serve to mis-educate the reader-
ship. Shiffman even has some le-
gitimate points of contention,
however, his bombastic and depre-
cating tone serve to undermine his
argument. Before you come down
with your next "holier than thou"
statement Mr. Shiffman, you bet-
ter know what ypur'e talking
about.
From a man who's been there
Slaymaker Defends Opinions,
Responds To Other Letters
To the Editor:
A week or two before Christmas
break, an issue of the Tripod ap-
peared which contained an article
by John Bonelli on the subject of
homoohobia. In his article, Bonelli
complained that a number of pos-
ters announcing meetings of the
Trinity Gay/Lesbian Alliance had
been torn down. Bonelli asserted
that such behavior was a "cop-
out," and I agreed with him that
an open discussion of the subject
of "Gay Eights" would be far more
meaningful than such furtively
childish actions. But I was rather
annoyed with Bonelli's contention
that these actions, rather than
. simply being the result of the mo-
mentary thoughtlessness of a few
individuals, were evidence of a
ore widespread condition which he
called homophobia. It seemed to
me that Bonelli was implying that
anyone who disagreed with his
view that homosexuality consti-
tutes a positive, "alternative life-
style" must be suffering from a
mental delusion known as homo-
phobia. In the interests of respond-
ing to Bonelli's statements and of
Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes and en-
courages letters to the Editor. All
letters must be signed by the au-
thor, whose name will be witheld
upon request. Letters which are in
poor taste or libelous will not be
printed.
All letters must be typed, dou-
ble-spaced and no longer than 250
words or else be subject to editing.
The deadline is 6:00 p.m. Friday.
Please deliver all letters and com-
mentary via campus mail (Box
1310).
contributing to the dialogue which
he feels is necessary in this area, I
wrote a provocative and perhaps
too strongly worded letter ex-
pressing my views on this subject.
I signed my letter, with the view
that in a college community de-
voted to the free and open ex-
change of ideas, no one should feel
the need to hold their views anon-
ymously.
I- expected my letter to arouse
strong responses on both sides of
the issue, and hoped that it would
lead to further debate on this con-
troversial subject. But shortly
after my letter appeared, it seemed
that the only dialogue I had pro-
voked among the Trinity intelli-
gentsia concerned whether I
should be shot, stabbed, or simply
banished. Several people were
anxious to point to my letter as
evidence that I am a bigot, a sex-
ist, a racist, or some combination
thereof. I received One personal
letter in which the author recog-
nized that "of course you have a
right to your own opinion," but
then continued by saying that it
was too bad that the college had to
admit "narrow-minded" people
like me in the first place.
This sort of attitude, which at-
tempts to define the parameters
within which "legitimate" discus-
sion may occur and outside of
which debate cannot be tolerated,
undermines the environment ded-
icated to the free exchange of ideas
of which such "open-minded" peo-
ple claim to hold so dear.
I was very pleased to see that
such an attitude did not prevail in
the thoughtful, well-written let-
ters which appeared in the last is-
sue of the Tripod. The points they
made were well argued and well
taken.
Although I cannot respond to all
the letters, I will respond to Mar-
tha Lay's letter that I don't believe
the issue of either homosexuality
or heterosexuality should be
"hushed," although I feel that a
good deal more discretion wouldn't
hurt on either side. I recognize the
right of the Gay Alliance to exist,
but I question the right of the col-
lege to use my money to support
it. I believe that gays have a right
to speak out publicly just as I have
the right to disagree with them
publicly without simply being di-
agnosed as a homophobic.
I am grateful to Chaplain Tull
for his defense of my right to pub-
licly express my views even though
he strongly disagrees with them.
If more students would adopt
Tull's belief that open and honest
discussion is the best way to deal
with controversial issues at Trin-
ity, then truly no issue, not even




I goofed. Last week, I mentioned in the editorial that
the SGA had cut ConnPIRG's budget around Thanksgiving
and was now considering eliminating their advisor. Well,
what really happened was the SGA got rid of ConnPIRG's
advisor in the fall, and was now considering cutting their
budget. I apologize for any confusion that I may have
created.
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ETTERS
Skafeaway
STEPHEN K. GELLMAN • Tripod Columnist
Non-Interest Group
To End Controversy
For seniors the signs of adult-
hood's imminate arrival are all
around us. There are resumes, job
interviews, loans to be paid, and
that question to be answered (so,
what are you going to do next
year?).
These concerns are all of some
importance in the broader scheme
of things. That's why they are hard
to deal with but not the kind of
thing that rubs nerve endings raw.
No, it is the little things that bang
home the fast approaching reality
of "life".
Freshman talking about next
year's rooming situation, sopho-
mores eagerly await a move from
the slums, and juniors looking for-
ward to being "big men/women on
campus." Seniors' days are num-
bered and we know it.
However, there is one thing that
has me climbing the walls. One
change that I sense with every
nerve in my body. It involves snow.
My relationship with snow is
about to undergo a radical change,
and I can't stand it. In high school
snow and I were best friends. Even
the lightest snow storm in Wash-
ington, DC can close schools. So
when the weather forecasters
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spoke of a storm I got excited. 1
rooted on the storm and welcomed
it like a long lost relative. No
classes! Just a little shoveling and
the rest of the day was free.
At Trinity the relationship
underwent a slight change. Since I
have little pressing need to leave
campus, snow was of little incon-
venience and there was always the
chance that some professor would
decide not to brave the streets and
come in. Snow's promise wasn't as
strong as it had been but it was
still there.
Looking ahead, however, I know
this will all end. A job is a job and
most employers expect their peo-
ple to come in to work no matter
how much snow falls. So snow will
mean shoveling, brushing, scrap-
ing, and driving in snow. This up-
sets my sense of balance.
I've even had a sneak preview of
this horrible condition. This semes-
ter I have a Wednesday evening
seminar off campus. Hey, snow can
knock that out, right. So when it
snowed a week ago my hopes were
up. I paid careful attention to the
weather reports and became hope-
ful. Then it happened; a friend
called me "immature" for hoping
that class would be cancelled.
. Ugh. That horrible word "im-
mature." "Grow up," it screams at
you.
"I don't want to," I answer.
"Tough" it blurts out as it walks
away.
So it's resolved. I'm working on
changing my attitude toward
snow. I repeat "snow is bad" 100
times before going to bed each
night. Adulthood sits next to me
and smiles.
To the Editor:
Your "Letters" section seems to '
be overwhelmingly dominated by
"special interest groups." One
week a certain "special interest
group" writes a letter. The next
week another "special interest
group" who has taken personal of-
fense to the letter of the previous
week writes an embittered, mel-
odramatic, and usually entertain-
ing reply. The result is an unending
chain of rebuttals and retorts
which usually stray from the issue
at hand, insulting yet other "spe-
cial interest groups" and so on, ad
infinitum.
A better description for my
"special interest group" is, per-
haps, to refer to it as an "espe-
cially non-interested group" — we
are the "young universally apa-
thetic." Our group is characterized
by our sentiment that is almost too
difficult to have any feelings at all,
Open Windows
••, KATHRVN GALLANT . .
Like a bad penny, The 'trinity
Observer is back, and, if this is pos-
sible, it seems even more conserv-
ative than last semester.
My life was going along fine
when I opened my mailbox Friday
and saw the paper lying there.
With reluctance I slid it out and.
headed for the1 Cave, I kneW-re was'
a bad idea, but I sat down to wade
through this self-indulgent tour de
force anyway. The experience
proved to be nearly fatal; as I
flipped through the paper, my
blood pressure rising with each
new page, I realized that it was
going to take more than one sit-
ting to get through it. First
impressions alone were enough to
set off quickfire fits of rage; a
thorough reading was sure to. send
me off on a spree of actions for
which I didn't want to be respon-
sible. • • .
One of the most obvious annoy-
ances is on page seven. The head-
line "What's Something You Sniff
Before Drinking?" caught my eye.
"Ah," I thought, "a reprieve,
something light and amusing. This
must be their idea of comic relief,
designed to keep the reader from
balling up the paper and accosting
the nearest Observer staff member
with it."
I looked for a by-line but found
none. My first thought was that
the Observer had snagged a tal-
ented writer who was too modest
their name on their work. As 1
glanced through the first para-
graph, however, the piece seemed
more and more familiar. Then I
remembered; I had seen this col-
umn before. In the Hartford Cour-
Mtit three weeks ago. It had been
written by Dave Barry, who is a.
syndicated columnist for Knight-
Ridder papers.
Sometimes writing a weekly col-
umn can be a trial. Ask me, I know:
Frequent have been the times
when I haven't felt particularly
witty on a Saturday afternoon or
had writer's block and didn't feel
like writing my column and
thought how nice it would be if the
Courant's Colin McEnroe would
write it for me. After seeing Dave
Barry's piece in the Observer, I
guess it must be alright to not only
steal a McEnroe column, but also
to not print his by-line. Hell, maybe
I'll just put my own name on it.
This is, admittedly, small pota-
toes. If you want to,get really an-
gry, read the rest oi the paper.
The problem with the Observer
isn't that it's ultra-conservative,
far-right drivel. It isn't poorly-
written or edited. The problem
with the Observer is the precision
with which it communicates its
, megsage. y • «f. - • .
In his lead article on abortion
clinic bombings, Editor-in-Chief
Michael Duffy, at first glance,
never takes a stand on the issue.
Once you've read the entire arti-
cle, however, you realize that the
Observer is not only taking a stand,
but is effectively, through the use
of such quotations as "People are
going to look back on this era the
way they look back on Nazi Ger-
many. They'll, say 'Thank God
there were a few sane people."',
shoving their morality down their:
reader's throats. Don't look here
for any semblance of objective
journalism.
It isn't sad that a newspaper like
the Observer can survive at Trin-
Trinity. Neo-conservatism is an
ever-present fact of American life
and it's not surprising that Observ-
ers pop up on campuses. The sad
thing is that there has never been
an organized attempt to respond
to the ideologies and attitudes ex-
pressed there. Looking at the faces
of students reading the Observer
in the Cave, I know that a lot of
things in the paper upset them. Do
you agree with the article on the
death penalty? Do you think that
the bombing of abortion clinics
should be applauded? Were you an-
gered by the Observer's version of
a pro-con analysis of. homosexual-
ity (the "pro"' side taking the po-
sition that, although homosexuality
is abhorrent, it is a wasted effprt
to spend editorial space condemn-
ing the "various follishnesses and
absurdities of the 'gay lifestyle'")?
If any of these things bothered
you, why not write a response? If
you're sick of Trinity being seen as
a conservative school, why don't
you do something to dispel that im-
age? Conservatives will take over
the country if people who hold dif-
ferent viewpoints just sit in the
Cave, get angry and drown their
sorrows in a beer.
From the "There-are-two-sides-
to-every-story" Department: Poi-
soned Ivy by Benjamin Hart wasn't
only reviewed by the Trinity Ob-
server. Chuck Lane, writing in the
11 February edition of The New
Republic, had some interesting
things to say about the book which
didn't make it into the Observer
review. Lane sums up Hart's atti-
tude in this way: "Ben's philoso-
phy is more like conservativism
with an empty head, a prankster-
ish brand of Yuppyism that is no
more mature or reflective than
yesterday's* Yippytan. , , .Really,
for such people politics and politi-
cal ideas seem quite incidental to
the main job of life, which is to
party. Go ahead then, Ben. Have a
good time. But please, no more




It seems that whenever a mem-
ber of the Trinity community takes
a stand against homosexuals they
are labeled hompphobics and at-
tacked (in print) viciously by the
liberal staff of the Tripod In fact
any person who opposes a minority
group action or affiliated program
at Trinity is* attacked just as vi-
ciously with innuendo that hints at
that person's ignorance. That is
any minority except fraternities.
The number of people that belong
to fraternities/sororities at Trinity
College is a minority, albeit a large
one, considerably larger than Trin-
ity's Gay Alliance. The fac-
ulty,administration, and staff
ought to strongly support this stu-
dent minority (which has strong
support among much of the stu-
dent body) as much as it does oth-
ers. The "elitist, sexist, racist"
arguments would not hold if the
school allowed for a full blossom-
ing of the fraternity system at
Trinity. Trinity should fund and
help new fraternities get national
charters allowing for as many new
fraternities as possible and includ-
ing all the various tastes at Trin-
ity, so that everyone who wanted
to join a fraternity or sorority
could. Perhaps, even, a gay frater-
nity? No, we are not homophobic,
we are just trying to be fair to
everyone, not just the oppressed
minorities whose voices the bleed-
ing hearts at the Tripod chose to •
hear. Everyone, including the ma-
jority who ought to have a say in
what goes on at Trinity!!
Anthony Sirianni
William J. Nault
let alone to have hurt feelings
about what someone has written
in the Tripod. You won't find us
in Saga in the midst of a heated
debate; we have trouble enough
finding a sufficient amount of
aggression to reach the water dis-
penser.
Membership is easy. It is not
necessary to inform anyone of your
desire to belong. ("Desire" itself,
except in the carnal sense, is a bad
word to us.) There are no meet-
ings, no receptions, no "teas", no
nothing. We require only that you
do not care.
There was no real point to my
letter, (yes, "point" used in this
context is a bad word as well) I
just thought that I would let our
voice be heard while one of us had






The recent budget cuts which
ConnPIRG has suffered at the
hands of the SGA Budget Commit-
tee have almost caused that viable
organization to disappear. Conn-
PIRG cannot afford to keep on its
paid advisor, an indispensible part
of its staff. In other areas, its ef-
fectiveness has been seriously re-
duced. These budget cuts were not
merely restricting for the organi-
zation, they were almost fatal'
The action of the SGA Budget
Committee always strives to make
only those cuts it deems necessary.
However, to almost cut an organi-
zation out of existence, or to se-
verely restrict its ability 'to
function, seems to my mind irre-
sponsible and dangerous. As co-co-
ordinator of the Trinity Women's
Organization, I' believe organiza-
tions such as T.W.O., the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks, the Trinity Co-
alition of Black Women Organiza-
tion, the Trinity Lesbian and Gay
Alliance, ConnPIRG, and other
such student organizations are im-
portant not only because of the
valuable services they provide (in
the form of speakers, films, and
other events), but also because
they are organizations which are
concerned with addressing issues
which need to be addressed.
The actions of the SGA Budget
Committee have also set a worri-
some precedent. Should the
Budget Committee be able to vir-
tually wipe out an established and
successful student organization
simply because it decides that or-
ganization is not deserving of con-
. tinued funding? I feel that the
Budget Committee v should have
tried to work out alternative ar-
rangements with ConnPIRG such
as looking into partial funding by
the Administration. I am disturbed
by the haste and seeming arbitrar-
iness with which the Budget Com-
mittee carried out its decision. I do
not wish to see ConnPIRG; or
other organizations, be budgeted
out of existence because their con-
cerns might not be shared with
members of the Committee.
I believe concerned students
should come out in support of
ConnPIRG, .and urge the SGA
Budget Committee to work put a
solution with members of Conn-
PIRG which will enable that orga- .
nization to continue the good work
it has done, I also feel that the
Budget Committee should not use
the authority it has to practically
axe any established student orga-
nization, especially one as worth-
while as ConnPIRG. • ,
Norma Aresti
rrew^-^^-TOT.ffrgT^
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
LIBERAL ARTS GRADUATES
We are looking for creative open-minded
individuals with the ability to process
information quickly and communicate
effectively.
We offer thorough and ongoing training
which assumes no retail experience, the








The New Lounge, Mather Student Center
/ . * . •
• casual dress
• refreshments
Please bring resume if available
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06115
TELEPHONE 203-522-1920
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ORLD OUTLOOK
IN THE NEWS
The political irony of France's
economic policies has become very
japparent lately.
The left-wing government under
[Mitterrand, elected in 1981, has
found it difficult to maintain the
Socialist policies that it had prom-
lised.
Too much taxation seems to have
[killed many socialist efforts. How-
ever, taxes are a necessary part of
any such plan. This painful lesson
has demonstrated to the French
people that a Socialist economy is
not what they thought it would be
in 1981.
As President Francois Mitter-
rand put it, "The French are be-
ginning to understand that it's
enterprise that creates jobs, _ and
that it's enterprise that deter-
mines our standard of living in the
world."
This must have been a hard re-
alization for a President who tried
to lead the economy of France in a
completely different direction. It
is obvious that time in office has
proved an important learning ex-
perience for the Socialists. Most
have had to change their views.
^ According to Allan Home, a
Christina M. Gonzalez
World Outlook Editor
leading analyst from Smith Bar-
ney, Harris Upham & Co., "Social-
ist have had to switch economic
policies from expansion to auster-
ity; from Keynesian-style stimula-
tion of economy through rapid
growth in government spending to
monetarism, with its tight control
of the nation's money supply."
During the period from 1981-
1983 there was a rapid nationali-
zation of banks and major indus-
trial corporations. Presently there
is encouragement of free enter-
prise from a government that is
trying hard to decrease its size.
The latest polls indicate that only
26 percent of French voters sup-
port President Mitterrand. There-
fore, it is expected that the
Socialists will lose the parliamen-
tary elections in the spring of 1986
and the presidential election in '88.
A political advisor to the Presi-
dent noted, "The government had
promised another policy, and their
voters are unhappy with is policy.
They say they have been had. The
conservative voters say it is fool-
ish. A policy of the right should be
done by a government of the right.
The result is, everyone is un-
happy."
Several politicians aspiring to
the presidency have been very ver-
bal in their criticism of the left-
wing government.
Yves Laulan, an economic ad-
visor to the Mayor of Paris who is
already campaigning for '88 com-
mented that "the original sin of
the Socialist government was to
put France out of step with the
world economy."
Mr. Laulan calls France's Social-
ist years one of "stagflation."
The Government economists
maintain that the result has not
been so bad. France skipped the
recession that hit hard in 1982 in
West Germany.
The shape of France's economy
in 1986 is impossible to predict.
Yet the mood of the country has
definitely shifted to conservatism.
For this reason it appears that
even if the Socialists are able to
get the economy in better shape
they will lose the election. The
French people have lived with So-






The fight for justice in Central
„„, Anjerica^by US citizens concerned
' ' 'about'the Reagan Administra-
tion's increasing militarization of
that region, have made its way on
to the Trinity campus. On Febuary
3rd, the film When The Moun-
tains Tremble was shown to an
audience of approximately 250
people in Cinestudio. The event
was co-sponsored by the Trinity
Progressive Student Alliance, the
Hartford Coalition for Justice in
Central America, and faculty
members Tull, Kirkpatrick, and
Bianchini. The program was a ben-
efit for the organization MADRE
(Spanish for "mother") which is
buying medical supplies for the Be-
tha Calderon Women's Hospital in
Managua, Nicaragua in response
to the Reagan Administration's
stepped-up economic pressure that
has now come to include an em-
bargo of medicine to that country.
The day's events began with a
brief slideshow entitled "Faces of
Leon, Nicaragua" (prepared by the
New Haven-Leon Sister City Proj-
ect) in which the happiness in the
facial expressions of people work-
ing to better themselves provided
a marked contrast to the film that
followed documenting the despair
of the Mayan Indians in the face of
the savage repression of the Gua-
temalan military regime. Filmed
entirely in-country and narrated by
an Indian woman named Roberta
Menginchinu (who is the last sur-
viving member of her family),
When The Mountains Tremble
lends credence to Amnesty Inter-
national's characterization of the
Guatemalan government as one of
the grossest violators of human
rights in the world.
Historical sequences that chron-
icle the CIA-sponsored 1954 over-
throw of the last democratically
elected Guatemalan government
(at the behest of US Fruit Co.,
which felt threatened by govern-
ment proposals'of moderate land
reform because it owned 42% of
• the land at the time) are well mixed
with scenes of the countryside as
seen by the peasants and army col-
umns on patrol, and interviews
with participants on both sides of
the conflict. What makes When
The Mountains Tremble so effec-
tive, though, is it successfully cap-
tures the spontaneous, on the spot
contrasts which mark Guatemala
as a country under siege, with the
worst violence yet to come. Guns
seem to be everywhere — in the
hands of women guerrillas who ex-
plain why they joined the armed
struggle whilst braiding their hair,
slung over the shoulders of sol-
diers as they eat at a roadside shop,
jutting out of the windows of a jeep
full of masked men involved in
death squad activities.
The increase in violence has
served to further the distance be-
tween the government and the
people. The portly army general,
• with his precisely combed silver
gray hair, dark sunglasses and im-
maculate white suits about what
the peasants should want the swift
retribution which will follow if they :
aid the subversives — surrounded
by his heavily armed guards, he
seems separated by a wall of guns
from the conditions in the country-
side. The scene then shifts to the
teary faces of Indians at an out-,
door funeral of a man who had his
throat slashed by an army death-
squad. His "crime" was trying to
organize his neighbors to try to
persuade the government to install
a decent sewage system to replace
the open drains in the slums that
have grown up as more Indians flee
to the cities to find jobs and escape
the army campaigns in the coun-
tryside. One gets the feeling that
these two opposing groups of peo-
ple are not from the same country,
and in a way they aren't. The ma-
jority of Guatemalans are native
Mayan Indians living in the footh-
ills of the interior, but the army
and its leaders are, almost exclu-
sively descendants of the Spanish
who originally conquered Guate-
mala and settled near the coast.
The Indians feel their culture is
endangered by the government's
physical and psychological repres-
sion — to them the tradition and
colorful macrame clothes are part
of thier way of life, but to the gov-
ernment the native dress is fit only
for the cynical and demeaning sur-
roundings of the Miss Guatemala
Beauty Pageant.
To see the real story of Guate-
mala, one must look in the faces of
its people and see the contrast in
expression between those who fear
and those who exploit. The gov-
ernment policy of establishing
"strategic hamlets" (as used by US
forces in Vietnam) into which rural
populations are forcibly relocated
to ensure government control over
their actions, and forcing those in-
terned people to form "Civil De-.
fense Patrols" (which unarmed,
walk in front of army column to
prevent rebel ambushes) brings to
light the differences betwaen the
faces of the"people ahd the Soldiers
in the army. In perhaps the most
poignant scene of the movie, In-
dian women are seen wailing in a
distraught frenzy, over the corpses
of men slaughtered by the army to
participate in these patrols; mean-
while, in the background, two sol-
diers laugh and smoke cigarettes
as if to show the cruel aloofness of
a government which abuses its cit-
izens for its own gain. Again and
again the contrasts between the
governemnt and the peasants
strike home; the army general de-
positing large amount of money in
the Bank of the Army while the
Indians are forced to abandon their
crops to flee army sweeps; the
Protestant fundamentalism of
leaders like Gen. Rios Mo.ntt
stressing spiritual rewards after
one is dead while Catholic priests
are persecuted for trying to im-
prove the peasants' situation in
this life; the cowering of a woman
and her child when an army col-
umn drives by and the soldiers
mockingly aim their guns at her.
Despite the fact that US aid to
Guatemala was cut off in 1977 by
Pres. Carter because of human
rights abuses, the Reagan Admin-
stration wants to allocate 10 mil-
lion dollars in military assistance
to that country this year. When
The Mountains Tremble makes
clear that such an action would
greatly worsen a growing blood-
bath in which, more often than not,
it has been the civilians who have
been dying.
President Reagan has trum-
peted the real grievences of the
Miskito Indians against the Sandi-
nista government in Nicaragua,
but has remained silent concerning
the Mayans of Guatemala. Were it
not for the Congress' devotion to
decisions based on facts rather
than rampant "a Communist in
every closet" ideology, resumption
of military aid to Guatemala would
be yet another mark on Ronald Re-
agan's track record of ignoring hu-
man rights abuses (as in Chile, the
Phillipines, and South Africa) can
be used to justify his preconceived





The death penalty is one of the
most debatable issues at present in
this country for good reason. Both
sides have presented logically con-
vincing arguments. But I find some
of the recent conservative opinions
in support of the death penalty
rather disconcerting.
r These conservatives are playing
off everybody's dark side while
downplaying and ignoring the im-
portant facets of this issue.
The death penalty has been and
is an act of retribution they claim.
This stance is absurd. Our criminal
justice system has consistently de-
fended pro death penalty decisions
on the grounds of protecting soci-
ety, deterring possible future
crimes and personal responsibility
not on grounds of retribution.
Such a distinction is very clear
and justified. If it was not, the "eye
for an eye" mentality would
threaten the very society it sup-
posedly would protect.
Vigilantes would theoretically be
given an open hunting permit once
denied (as people often are) or once
thought to be denied justice.
On the practical side those in op-
position argue that capital punish-
ment is more expensive than life-
imprisonment. Costs of the death
penalty include "long-drawn-out
jury selection, extended trials and
retrials, appeals, extra security,
maintenance of expensive, seldom-
used deathhouses, support of the
felon's family, etc."
The constitutionality of the death
penalty also needs further discus-
sion. Although no one claims the
framers of the Constitution con-
sidered capital punishment as
"cruel and unusual" there is a
question of the constitutionality of
how it is now being applied.
Statistics show that capital pun-
ishment cases discriminate against
the poor, blacks, and males.
The issue is likely to be resolved
for quite some time. Therefore
conservatives and liberals should
push for a more cost-efficient and
constitutional death penalty be-
fore questions of morality, per-,
sonal responsibility and other
abstracts are allowed to cloud the
present problems. ; , . . - '
This especially calls for an end
to the conservative quid pro quo
nonsense. Dealing with these prob-
lems in the long run may prove
more advantageous to the conserv-
atives than trying to side-track- the
American public opinion. As Lin-
coln once remarked "you can't fool
all of the people all the time."
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All couples of legal
age who come for
dinner before the show
will receive a free
bottle of wine.
Shenanigans is located in the
Bushnell Plaza directly across
Main Street from the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
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ORE SPORTS
Women's Swimming Splits
The women's swim team beset
with ear infections and flu man-
aged to win one of their two meets
last week.
On Tuesday they travelled to
Worcester Mass to take on the high
flying Cougars at Clark Univer-
sity. Clark, 5-1 on the season, man-
aged to make the Chicks their sixth
victim, splashing to a convincing
83-57 win.
Appearing tired and uninspired,
Trinity won only five of 16 events,
two each by standouts Barbie
Brennan and Ginny Finn, then ral-
lied to capture the final freestyle
relay with a spirited effort by Cary
Lyford, Chever Voltmer, Susan
Deer, and Brennan.
Brennan won the 1000 free and
the 50 free, showing her great ver-
satility and Finn continues unde-
feated in the backstroke, easily
capturing both the 100 and 200.
The diving- events were espe-
cially spectacular with both teams
performing extremely well. Mel
Foy and Susie Cutler were very
sharp and steady, but were out-
scored in the required diving by
Clark's Beth Ferraro, and in the
optionals by Dineen Cloutier. Both
Cougar divers have qualified for
the national championships..
On Saturday, the Chicks re-
grouped and journied down to
Conn College. Rested and deter-
mined, they hammered a very good
Camel team 74-48, winning 10 or
14 events.
The opening 200 medley relay
team of Finn, Laura Couch, Kim
Hoistman, and Lyford won a barn-
burner by a touch and set the stage
for what followed.
Deer streaked to a win in an ex-
citing 200 individual medley duel
with Camel ace Donna Peterson,
Hockey Victorious, 5-2
of the season on a short-handed
situation off a pass from Corning.
Sheehy came right back for an-
other goal at 15:40 off passes from
Wolman and Keator. The period
ended with Trin up 2-1.
Rob Shriver fed Robinson, who
slapped one past Ed McDonald
from 25 feet out for a 3-1 lead after
two.
Assumption scored a fluke goal
at 5:30 of the third on a slow, high,
deflection. But Keator, who's
really excelled over the last three
games, scored for Trin at 6:16 to
make it 4-2.
Mike Sload added an empty net.
goal to seal a 5-2 win.
"We're back on the right track,"
said Dunham. "We played solid
games against Fairfield and As-
sumption. It's good to see the kids
coming back on again."
And with five games left before
the playoffs, it couldn't have come
at a better time.
Men's Squash Defeats
Princeton At Home, 6-3
13-15, won the second 15-9, lost
the third 18-15 and won the fourth
15-6.
In the fifth Georgy pulled ahead
much to the large crowd's pleasure
but as the game drew to an end
Griffin pulled himself back into the
game. As was the case earlier in
the match with Burbank, GeOrgy
won the final decisive point and
the game 15-14 in the fifth.
Bill Villari's was the last to fin-
ish. He lost to Ullman 3-2.
The 6-3 win brought Trin's re-
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and then Trin went 1-2 in the next
three events to effectively put the
meet on ice.
Brennan and Hoistman in the
100 free, and Finn and Lyford in
the 50 back, and Couch and Klar-
ides in the 50 breast administered
that string of c"oups.
Brennan notched the second of
her three wins in the 50 free, cruis-
ing in at 26.71. Finn kept her re-
cord unblemished with a 1:05.96
100 back and Deer qualified for the
New England Championships by
winning the unusual 100-yard IM
in 1:08.2.
Brennan clocked a blistering
2:04.9 first in the 200 free and
Couch stroked to victory in the 100
breast to complete the Trinity
scoring.
The Chicks are 6-2 on the year,
but face two brutal test this week.
They meet undefeated Tufts" at
home on Wednesday and travel to
Amherst on Saturday.
Ellie Pierce reaches for a high shot at the Howe Cup.
Teach in an
school.
Come to an Information Session on Feb. 13, 4:Q0m i e a m a | 3 0 u t t e a c hi n g opportunities
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levels. For more information, call (tollfree) 1-800-225-7986, in MA 617-262-5380 or ask
in the Career Development Office.
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The Trinity wrestling team suf-
fered three losses this week, drop-
ping matches to Wesleyan on
Tuesday and to Springfield and
Rhode Island College on Saturday.
The Bantams record fell to 0-10.
Against Wesleyan, which is con-
sistently among the best teams in
Division III wrestling, Trinity
wrestled one of its poorer matches
of the year, dropping a 42-6 deci-
sion.
The match started off well
enough, as freshman John Lew
took a forfeit in his first collegiate
match. It was all downhill from
there, however, as the Cardinals
reeled off wins in the next nine
matches.
Nick Veronis and the Card's
Frank O'Boyle provided the most
exciting match of the night. Ve-'
ronis was trailing last year's run-
ner-up in the New England
Tournament by just one point with
time running out.
O'Boyle then escaped with ten
seconds remaining. Veronis
stalked him and shot in for the
takedown, which he appeared to
get, but time ran out.
On Saturday, the Bants trav-
elled to Springfield for a tri-meet.
The first match was against RIC,
and again Trinity had problems.
After Trinity lost the first three
matches, Veronis again provided
some excitement, but dropped a
one-point decision.
Freshman Mark Weiland contin-
ued his improvement at 150, seor-'
ing a 12-8 victory. After a forfeit
at 158 and an Eric Jacobson loss
by Scott Hallett
Senior Sports Staff
The wrestling team dropped three matches last week.
at 167, captain Joe Adam scored
yet another solid victory, this one
by a technical pin.
Adam, the only Bantam who has
found a consistent formula for suc-
cess this year, has an 8-2 record
and is looking ahead to continued
success in the New Englands which
take place in two weeks.
Will Thomas scored a tie at 190
and Arnie Amore lost in the heav-
yweight division to close out the
match.
Against Springfield, one of the
top Division II teams in New Eng-
land, the Bants faced mostly sec-
ond-string competition, but still
were beaten handily by superior
competition. The only bright spot
was Adam, who cradled his way to
a five-point win.
Trinity had a tough week, both
on paper and on the mat, and
things are not looking up since the
Bantams must travel to New Lon-
don_ Thursday to take on Coast
Guard, the top team in New Eng-
land. •
photo by Virginia B. Rowan
Fencing: Women Defeat
H.C.; Men Touched 22-5
Last Saturday, the Trinity fenc-
ing teams were matched against
the Crusaders from Holy Cross.
The teams have had a history of
close matches and this one was no
exception.
On the day, each school went
home with a victory with the Trin-
ity women recording a 9-7 win
while the men came up short in a
22-5 defeat.
The men's team came into the
day undermanned and this com-
bined with multiple weapon fen-
cers fencing out of their stronger
weapons, provided Holy Cross with
Track Looks Toward NE9s
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
Trinity's men's track team
wrapped up its regular indoor sea-
son this past week, posting some
fine times at Coast Guard and Wil-
liams and qualifying many athletes
for the New England Division III
Championship Meet this coming
weekend at MIT.
"Each year we seem to be send-
ing more and more people to this
meet (the New England's)," said
head coach Jim Poster.
Foster looks for Dave Barry,
Dave Banta, Femi Obi and the mile
relay team to be his big guns at
MIT. Relying on these and other
strong qualifiers, the Bantams are
looking forward to one-of their
strongest finishes ever.
At Williams this past Saturday,
the Bantams finished a strong
third behind Amherst and Wil-
liams, while easily besting rival
Wesleyan.
Senior Dave Barry, who earlier
in the week ran a school record
time of 4:17.4 for the mile, again
paced the Bantams running attack
with an easy win in the 800 meter
run.
Barry later combined with Steve
Drew, Krister Johnson, and Dave
Banta to run the fastest split on
Trinity's victorious, and yet un-
beaten, mile relay team. The relay
finished an impressive race in S:34|
a fast time considering the slow
Williams track.
The hurdling combo of Drew and
Greg Hill continued to run well,
placing first and third respectively
in the 55-meter hurdles. Both
Drew and Hill have qualified for
the New England's in this event.
Hill and Drew also combined for
a three-four finish in the high jump.
Hill will also be high jumping at
the New England's, as his 6-4 jump
at Coast Guard easily qualified
him.
Sprinters Obi and Banta com-
bined for a two-three finish in the
55-meter dash, while Banta also
ran to a gutsy second place finish
in the 400 meters, crossing the line
in 56.6. Obi in the 55 and Banta in
the 400 are among the favorites to
place next week at MIT.
Johnson rounded out the Ban-
tams scoring on the track with a
thrid place finish in the 500 meters
with a time of 1:09.2.
Senior Matt Harthun led the
scoring in the field, easily winning
the pole vault competition. Har-
thun's vault of 13-0 was,two feet
over the second place finisher and
makes him a possible scorer at the
New England's.
Finally, senior Rick Hayber,
throwing in the final indoor meet
of his career, gained a close fourth
place finish in the 35-pound weight
throw.
a decisive edge in many close
bouts.
"Although the overall spore
seems lopsided," commented
men's captain Carry Allen, "the
actual match was closer. I think
that the indicator totals (points for
and against each team) would give
a better indication of our perform-
ance."
The women's team, also fencing
in many close bouts, rallied in the
later rounds to pull.out a comeback
victory. Captain Cathy Watlert an-
chored the team's performance by
winning her four bouts, but it was
the strong performances of Rikki
Niner, Melissa Hinter, and Jenni-
fer Blum that won the match.
Later Wallert stated, "It was a
very good day, all the women
pulled together when we really
needed it."
The new coach Vladmir Diman-
shteyn echoed Wallert's praise of
the women, saying that they were
quickly learning new techniques
and the victory showed it.
Dimanshteyn also commented on
the men's team citing their lack of
experience and depth as the rea-
sons for this loss. "The victories
will come," said Dimanshteyn.
"The team only needs time.'.'
Women's Squash Takes
Second At Howe Cup
continued from page 20
The incredibly powerful and
strong Harvard team totally dom-
inated the Trinity squad. The top
three Crimson players are former
national champions, and the bot-
tom half of the ladder has just an
impressive record.
Yet even long time Harvard
coach Jack Bamaby noted that
"Trinity is a great team." From a
man as highly respected in the
. squash world as Barnaby, this was
truly a compliment to the Bantam
team.
Number six Nat Perkins was the
only Trinity player to win against
Harvard. Only nervousness held
Perkins back from winning more
decisively, but her 3-1 showed
Trinity's depth.
On Sunday, the Bantams demol-
ished Brown 6-1. Only Pierce lost,
but she was hampered by thigh and
wrist pulls.
The last match of the tourna-
ment put rivals Yale and Trinity
against each other. Showing the
Yale team how mentally tough
they are, the Bantams trounced
Yale 6-1 for the second time this
season.
Only Higgs lost in an extremely
intense five game match to Yale's
Chris Baird.
This year's victories in the dual
match and Howe Cup marked the
first time since 1975 that Trinity
has beaten Yale in women's
squash.
This year's number two ranking
on the nation for Trinity was the
best the Bantams have.done ever.
"I think it was a shock to the
coaches from Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton that we broke into their
ranks," said Bantam coach Wendy
Bartlett.
Harvard coach Pris Choate
thanked Trinity at the awards as-
sembly for "keeping everyone on
the hook."
For the Trinity women to make
headway in the high-powered lea-





The women's basketball team
broke a four game losing streak
last week, but a two-day trip to
Maine resulted in two more losses
for the struggling Bantams.
On Tuesday, the Bants faced
Wesleyan, a long-time rival. The
teams were evenly matched. The
Cardinals' record stood at 4-6 while
Trinity entered the game at 3-6.
As was expected, the game was
close from beginning to end. At
halftime the Bants led 30-22 and
managed to maintain their slim
lead and finished off the game with
a 69-63 victory.
On Thursday, the team set out
to Maine to take on Bowdoin and
Colby. They faced Bowdoin on Fri-
day and were defeated.
At one point during the second
half, the Bantams were leading by
four. Bowdoin tied the game and
pulled ahead. The Bants could not
catch up with the Polar Bears.
Coach Karen Erlandson re-
marked, "we should have won. The
team, however, encountered some
problems."
The Bants shot poorly from the
foul line, failing to take advantage
of Bowdoin's 16 fouls. The Polar
Bears, in 'fart!,* Icftocke'd home'35,
free throws as Trinity comitted 38
fouls.
Also three of Trinity's players
fouled out.
The next day, the Bants were
wiped out by Colby. At halftime,
Colby had a 13 poiny lead and dur-
ing the second half Colby doubled
that lead.
Erlandson attributed the defeat
to "good strategy from Colby.
They had an excellent defense
which they used against Karen
Rodgers and took her from the of-
fense."
The Bants also suffered from low
shooting percentage during the
second half during which the Ban-
tams fell apart, according to Rodg-
ers.
The Bants play against Williams















The word "weightlifting" carries with it some heavy baggage. Images
of real life Michelin Men come to mind — huge bodys sweating as they try
and lift incomprehensibly heavy weights. Intriguing monsters like Arnold
Schwartzineger and Lou Farrigno.
And one trip to the Trinity weight room on an average afternoon seems
to only confirm the standard images of weightlifting. The room is packed
with athletes who are very serious about their lifting. There are football
players, crewbies, lacrosse players, etc, all getting ready for their "next"
season — getting stronger, getting bigger.
For the non-athlete this scene is very intimidating. To lift "lightly"
among the heavyweights might be only slightly less enchanting an idea
than swimming across the English Channel. No one likes to embarass
themselves.
However, the Trinity weightroom at 4:00pm and body builders' huge
bodies are both exceptions. In general, the weightroom is a quite and
uncrowded place and weightlifting is a useful part of a general physical
fitness program.
Todd Marble, the offensive line coach for Trinity's football team, would
like to see weightlifting's image at Trinity changed. He has taken down
the pictures of body builders that dotted the weightroom's bulletin board
and replaced them withjnformation sheets on lifting.
Tuesday Afternoon
STEPHEN K. GELLMAN •. , .. The hockey team snapped out of a slump last week, winning two of three games.
photos by Virginia B. Rowan
"I'd like nothing more than to have a broader slice of the Trinity
population use the weightroom," says Marble. "The stigma surrounding
weightlifting is slowly being removed."
"When,I came here the people's awarness of weights was very poor.
Just now people are becoming aware of the importance of weight train-
ing."
Within the sports world this spreading awareness is a very interesting
phenomina. While fifteen years ago-only football players might lift exten-
sively, now almost every sport at Trinity uses weights as an important
part of their preparation for the regular season.
This awareness of weight training will probably spread further. Many
non-athletes at Trinity are taking advantage of the weightroom during
off-peak times and are incorporating lifting with their jogging, squash,
tennis, etc in an effort to keep their bodies in good shape.
In general weightlifting is neither time consuming or difficult to master.
Marble has a work put written up that takes less than an hour, three days
I'fcwesfor JMWf-iwui; introduction .from Marble td the equipment and.finy,-
one is on their way.
Making things easier is the new equipment recently purchased. Most
prominent is a new "hip sled." The hip sled is a perfect example of money
well spent. Many first-time lifters concentrate on their upperbodies. Im-
portant leg exercises such as squats require free weights and they are
dangerous if used improperly. The hip sled allows work on leg muscles
without the risk of lower back injury inherent in squats and other lifts.
The weightroom is open from 8am until 10pm. Outside of the 3-5 period
it is relatively uncrowded. With so many students running regularly it
seems unfortunate that more do not take advantage of the weightroom in
their quest for fitness. ,
Hockey Takes 2 Of Three
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
Trinity's hockey team snapped
out of its mid-season slump last
week by winning two of three
games, upping its record to 11-5
overall and 11-2 in Division III.
More importantly, the Bants
played a better caliber of hockey
last week, as they shored up their
defense a?jd,;forechecked with more ,
intensity- *" " ' '
The Bantams couldn't have
awakened from their mini-slump
(losing three of four games) at a
better time. There are just five
games left in the regular season
and Bant head coach John Dun-
ham would like to have his skaters
in fine form for the EC AC tour-
nament.
"I hope this pace will carry over
Colby Holds Off Men's Hoop
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
The men's basketball team has
seen the enemy and it is in Water-
ville, Maine. '
Saturday's 78-77 loss at Colby,
the number one team in New Eng-
land and number three team in the
country, cost the Bantams a shot
at the top seed in March's ECAC
tournament and left a bad taste in
the mouth of Trinity coach Stan
Ogrodnik.
"It was maybe the worst offici-
ated game I've ever been involved
with," said Ogrodnik. "It got to
the point where the officiating was
just lunacy."
The showdown took place in
front of a standing room only
crowd that left happy when Trini-
ty's second half rally came up one
point short.
Colby came out smoking at the
beginning of the game and took an
11 point lead into the lockerroom
after Ernie Perry hit. &• 40-foot
bombatthe buzzer. •
The White Mules continued their
•strong play and moved to a 15
point advantage early in the sec-
ond half. Trin rallied and had one
possession to tie the game with five
minutes remaining.
Colby held on, and the Bants
never had possession to tie or lead
again. A last second bucket by Trin
left the Bants one point shy.
However, it was the officiating
that stuck with the Bantams after-
wards. The two man crew in-
cluded, inexplicably, a first year
referee. The senior half of the crew
"was so vacilating that he'd react
to the Colby coach's calls from the
bench," according to Ogrodnik.
While Colby, now 19-1, assured
themselves of the top seed for the
ECAC tourney, the Bantams left
Maine burning for another chance.
"We. left there angry," said
Ogrodnik. "No one left there
down. We found out some things
we can use next time."
Trinity, 12-5, now must try to
maintain their winning ways and
earn the second seed for the tour-
nament. The ECAC's are played
on a Saturday-Wednesday-Satur-
day format with each game at the
home of the higher seed. A second
seeding would assure Trin home
court advantage against any team
but Colby.
"We've got to win these games,",
noted Ogrodnik. "We started off .
the year trying to be one of the
eight teams selected. Now we're
saying let's get a game at home."
HOOP NOTES-The Bantams reg-
istered two road over Brandeis and
Bowdoin last week before falling
at Colby.... Abere was held to five
points at Bowdoin but rebounded
with 29 against Colby....Freshman
center Jon Moorhouse had an ex-
cellent weekend, scoring 22 at
Bowdoin and 17 at Colby,... Conn
College, which could challange Trin
for the second seed, lost to Wes-
leyan and Williams last week..,. <
and we'll play at a Division I pace
the rest of the season," said Dun-
ham. "If we do, we'll win our re-
maining games."
One of those remaining games is
a home contest on Wednesday,
February 13 against those bad
guys from Wesleyan. Traditional
rivals, the Bants and the Cardinals
always go at each other with inten-
sity.
"We need a big crowd there
Wednesday, It'k a big game for
both teams," said Dunham.
Wesleyan, at 8-4 in Division III,
is also in prime contention for a
playoff berth.
Trin started off its week with a
5-1 thrashing of the Fairfield Stags
at home. For the Bants it was a
rare solid effort at the Kingswood-
Qxford rink. .
"They haven't shown much in-
tensity of late," said Dunham be-
fore the game. "Their mental
preparation as a group hasn't been
that good at home games."
Trinity then proceeded to parlay
goals by Brett Wolman, Vern
Meyer, who scored twice, Mike
Sload, and Matt Keator into a 5-1
thumping of Fairfield.
The loss dropped the Stags to 2-
13 on the year, but head coach
John McCarthy, chairman of the
Fairfield Psych Department, has it
all in perspective.
"Next week we play the School
For the Blind and if the guide dogs
don't get in our way, we might
beat them," joked McCarthy.
Army had the last laugh in the
next game, beating Trin 6-4 at
West Point.
"We didn't really play a good
first period," noted Dunham. "It
was difficult to adjust to the pace
of the game right away. Art Fitz-
gerald kept us in it with some good
saves."
Trin trailed 2-0 after the first
period and 3-1 after two. Never-
theless, Trin did play well over the
last 40 minutes of the game. Trin
got goals from Keator, Peter Wor-
thing, Kevin Robinson, and Bar-
ney Corning.
The Bants bounced right back
against a tough Assumption team
for a 5-2 road victory, ft was an
important win for Trinity because
it proved that the Bants can easily
handle another ECAC playoff con-
tender.
Although outshot 38-24, the
Bants outplayed Assumption be-
fore a hostile road crowd. Trinity
outskated Assumption and had the
better of the play by the third and
fourth lines. Trin's depth at for-
ward wore down Assumption.
Tom Sheehy scored his first goal
continued.on page 17
Men's.Swimming Topped
By Central Conn, 62-48
Rex Dyer swam two fast times at Central Connecticut but they were
only good for second place.
The men's swim team suffered a
disappointing week. •
On Monday they travelled to
Central Connecticut with high
hopes only to find the Blue Devils
shaved down and super-psyched.
Rex Dyer, Jim Loughlin, Phil
Drinkaus, and Tim Raftis opened
the show with athrilling 3:53.87.
win in the 400 medley relay, but it.,
seemed only to scare Central into
some inspired performances. ;
• Although the,Bantams swam ex-
tremely well, clocking some of
their best times of the season,
CCSU proceeded to win the next
eight events. Dyer's 22.7 50 free
and 50.3 100 free could only gar-
ner second place, and Drinkaus'
2:13.4 in the 200 butterfly, his best
swim this season, likewise.
Loughlin finally broke the
drought, stroking a solid 5:11.4 win
in the 500 free, and the Ducks fin:
ished on the right note with Clark
Campbell, Craig Rasmussen, Drin-
kaus, and Chris Robbins notching
a win in the final 400 freestyle re-
lay. The final score belonged to
CCSU 62-48.
•On Thursday night, the Ducks
were primed for a showdown at
home against WPI, They were
. rested and healthy and anticipated
a win against a strong Engineer
• team. There was a good crowd a t
Trowbridge and the. air was
charged as the ..opening relay teams:
made their way to the blocks. ;
Then thelights went out. : ..
It seems a generator turned out
somewhere and half the campus'
was dark. Both teams remained on
the deck for an hour in the hope
that.the lights would be restored,;:
but alas it was not to be.
Finally, the visitors donned their
clothes in a darkened locker room,.
and reluctantly took their leave.
All parties were disappointed, both
teams, and a full gailery of spec-
tators. It is unlikely that the eon- •
test can be rescheduled.
Trinity.stands 3-3 on the season,;
and faces Holy Cross at home to-,
night and AmherSt.away on Sat-
urday. ; •






At the Howe Cup this weekend,
Trinity's women's squash team
took an impressive second place,
beating out last year's victor Prin-
ceton in a close 4-3 match. Har-
vard dominated the tournament
beating Trinity 6-1 and Princeton
5-2 to take home the trophy.
Trinity's win over Princeton was
incredible. Nine-time winner Prin-
ceton has traditionally had a very
strong squad, and the underdog
Bantams took the rug out from un-
der the established powerhouse.
The Princeton match came down
to the last match which pitted tri-
captain Laura Higgs against Prin-
ceton's Sue Safford. Higgs faced
Safford in last year's match, and
as Higgs put it, "I was lucky to get
10 points the whole match."
But the tables turned on Safford
this year as a determined and im-
proved Higgs showed Princeton
up.
Controversy overshadowed
Higgs' win in Princeton coach
Betty Howe Constable's eyes. In
the fifth 'game, Safford hit a serve
which Higgs missed, but then
turned around and hit the ball to-
wards the front wall. The ball hit
Safford, and Higgs appropriately
called "let". But instead of playing
the let, Safford gave the point to
Higgs.
After the match, the Princeton
coach came up to Trinity coach
Wendy Bartlett to complain. "I
don't mean to be a sorehead," said
Constable, "but with a team as
good as yours, you ought to make
sure your players know the rules."
The fact is that the-Trinity player
made the correct call and the Prin-
ceton player was the misguided
one.
Every match was equally tough
for the Trinity team. At number
two, Kat Castle played Annie
Yates of Princeton. Castle won the
first game, but lost the second and
third games in the tiebreaker. Ca
tie came back to win the next two
games decisively 15-10,15-9.
Castle proved her strength at
number two as she lost only one
match the entire tournament — to'
the Canadian national champion
Diana Edge from Harvard. "I give
her one or two years to be number
one intercollegiately," said Castle
after the match.
Claire Slaughter at number six
was the only other Bantam to lose
just one match. Against Princeton,
Slaughter faced former tennis
competitor Lisa Micou from home-
state Michigan.
"When I saw her, I was scared
in my boots, but I decided that I
had to put our old competition
aside and think of the team," said
Slaughter after the match.
Slaughter lost the first game by
one point, but came back to win
the next three games and the
match.
The three Bantam losses against
Princeton came at numbers one,
four and five. Ellie Pierce lost to
the eventual undefeated champ of
the Howe Cup, Sophie Porter. Ka-
thy Klein lost to an experienced
Joanne Sherry, and Erika La-
Cerda had a tough five game match
•against Risa Williams.
The second match on Friday was
against Middlebury, whom Trinity
had already blown away earlier in
the week. The Bantams repeated
their grand performance again at
the Howe Cup, beating Middle-
bury 6-1.
Trinity had a nice warm-up
match against Dartmouth Satur-
day morning in which not one Ban-
tam lost. But after the morining
match, Trinity had all day to feel
nervous about the national cham-
pionship that night against Har-
vard.
"I think we were just over-psy-
ched. After waiting all day with
anxiety building up really made us
tired," said tri-captain Castle.
continued on page 18
Ellie Pierce hits a forehand in the women's squash team's match against Harvard, photo by John swffmari
Men's Squash Tops Tigers,6-3
by Nick Richie
Sports Staff Writer
Friday night, Princeton's men's
squash team lead by coach Bob
Callahan and senior captain Bill
Ullman came to Trinity to play be-
fore a capacity crowd. At stake
was a possible number two rank-
ing for Trinity.
• The Bantams were coming off a
road trip on which they bad beaten
a strong Franklin and Marshall
team but had lost to a good, but
certainly beatable, Navy team.
This was their only loss- in ten
matches and the only flaw in their
quest for second place in the Na-
tional rankings.
Numbers one, three, five, seven
and nine played the first set of
matches. Number three, J.D. Cre-
gan was the first off the court,
beating Princeton's Luke Evnin
handily 18-15,15-7,15-12.
Cregan was very happy with his
performance as earlier in the sea-
son he was having trouble taming
a long swing he developed playing
Softball squash in Europe last se-
mester.
Numbers five and seven both
lost. Number five, John Conway
lost 3-0 to Don Coons 15-11,18-17,
and 15-13. And Paul Stauffer lost
11-15,15-12,17-16,17-15 to a tough
Fletcher Harper. • '
Bantam captain Bill Doyle had
trouble finishing off his opponent
Fazal Sheik. Doyle beat Sheik de-
cisively in the first two games but
had trouble in the third.
Doyle seemed to be unable to
keep Sheik under pressure and
tried unsuccessfully to end the
points quickly. Sheik won the third
game.
In the fourth Doyle reapplied the
pressure and though the points re-
mained short, Doyle easily took the
game and match.
At number nine, Jerome Kape-
lus easily beat Doug Kruikshank
15-9,15-10,15-6.
After the first round of matches
Trinity was ahead 3-2. In the sec-
ond round the even numbers
played.
Doug Burbank (six) was the first
off the court. Burbank lost the first
two games to Princeton's Joe Lu-
bin but pulled back to win the next
twd'tci'puslt"thre"1nl&toh' Into*'a fifth
game. The final game was close all
the way coming down to the last
point which Burbank pulled out to
win 15-14. <?'
Trinity now needed only one
more victory for the match and this
came from Art Strome at number
eight. Strome beat his opponent
Don Miller 3-0. ' •
Mike Georgy at two had a good
bit more trouble with Christian
Griffin. Georgy lost the first game
continued on page 17
Shield: "Believe Me, It Was Like Being Uncaged.
This is the second part of Trimly quarterback Joe Shield's
aecount of Ms three daya at the NFL talent camp in Tempe.
Arizona.
THURSDAY 1:00PM
The next station they had us attend was for an orthopedic
exam. While entering- the room the exam was to take place
in, I was amazed at what I saw. There were physicians from .
all 28 NFL teams huddled around the tables. Each physician
either had a tape recorder or a mini-computer into which
was fed information about players.
As I lay on the first table waiting to be examined, a phy-"
sician from the New York Juts took my folder and read aloud
' my medical history since I've been at Trinity, while the other
physicians took note. At this point, the fun began. The NY
Jets doctor began twisting and turning every joint in my
body: knees, ankles, wrists, shoulders, neck. The giiy wasn't
just going through the motions either. He was twisting and
turning with authority! When he finally finished with me and
. gave me the OK, I was instructed to go to the second table,
where they twisted and turned me alt over again. This time
physicians from five other teams worked me over. I wasn't
iso sure I could make it through six of these stations, f was
already beginning to fee] like Gumby.
Well, I did make it to the sixth station and I was shocked
at what I found. The doctor at this station-was a 1969 Trinity
graduate. Actually, [ wasn't as shocked as he was. AH he
could mutter was, "What the hell is somebody from Trinity
doing here?" I tried convincing him that we turned Division
I ten years ago and now have an 80,000 seat stadium over
by Cresent Street, but he wouldn't Buy i t Nevertheless, he
told me he knew what my joints were' going- through by this.
time and he did take it easy on me, thank God. '
THURSDAY 3:00PM . ;
They bused-us across town to a medical center to give all
of us chest X-rays. We were relieved when we wore told it
would be the last thing done to us today. We were not
relieved when they told us there would be about a two hour
wait before wo could get our X-rays'taken.
It was apparent to me at this point that the league already
knew what all of us out there could do on the football fiefd.
By performing such complete physicals they were simply,
covering themselves. They were just making sure we would
be able to do what we do best: for a few years to come. After
. all, it is their money they're dishing out for salaries and it's
a large investment on their part, too. They don't want to
sign a guy to a five year contract and have him physically
washed up after only two years'.
THURSDAY NIGHT
- After another great dinner, I went; up to my room, col-
lapsed on my bed and fell asleep very quickly. My roommate,
Frank, decided to relax in the Jacuzzi, and I never heard him
' come in. The next thing I knew, it was 6:30 Friday morning.
FRIDAY 7:30AM ' -
After breakfast we were bused to Arizona State University
for the workout version of our three day. stay. After being
examined for eight hours the day before, the thought of
getting outside and running around really excited us, but it
wasn't, going to happen just yet. Friday morning consisted
of everything but throwing, catching and running with a
.football.
It began inside an athletic facility getting our height,
weight, and percent body fat recorded: we then found our-
selves in front of a camera'' in the flesh'' being photographed
from every, different angle (front, back, and sideways). The
reason for this is to find out a.t what stage of physical devel-
opment each one. of, us is. With me, for example, they saw a
relatively underdeveloped upper-body by their standards. But
they also saw a frame that potentially could: get much
stronger. All of 1his is taken into' consideration whwi my
final-rating comes out before the draft.' You don't have-to
ask, bufyes, I, did feel like apiece of meat at times. I'll never
forget the worda of the guy next to me .'daring all. of this
examining. He summed a lot of it up whWhe mused, "so
this is pro football? What happened to just going out and
playing?" • •"
After being photographed, we were taken into a classroom
avid given an intelligence test, I t was very similar to the
college entrance exams (SAT's) with math and onglish prob-
lems throughout. We then were put through a variety of
flexabiljty tests (hamstring, shoulders, back, e t c . ) . By-
time it was111:00am and we were informed we would
going outside after a donut break.
FRIDAY-NOON'
Finally, they let us out! Believe mo, it: was like being-
uncaged. We were escorted across the . street to an ASU
practice facility. This field was completely enclosed and we
had to be' let in through a locked gate. Inside were about 200
scouts, coaches and GM's.-I had a feeling that if I screwed
up in one of these drills, it wouldn't go unnoticed. This
feeling was strengthened by'the fact that everything would
also be filmed. The cameras and N F L representatives far
.outnumbered the players they would be watching at this
particular time.
We started off by running a 40 yard dash. I t was tough to
get a good time because we were running on grass and were
being electrically timed. Times were somewhat slow until
Stacy Robinson, a receiver from Minnesotta, ran a 4.35. It
looked like the guy was shot out of a cannon. I've never sern
anything like it before. -I dqn't know if I'd like having the
. guy as a receiver, though. He'd streak down the field 90mph
and I'd never be able to. reach him with a pass. I'd much
perfyr Tank McNamara,
. After the 40, we were put through an assortment: of agility
drills, tested for vertical leaping ability and Jong jumping
ability. From here 'the quarterbacks were broken up from
the group so that we'could be individually filmed. Filmed for
scrutiny that is. Other QB's in my group were Frank Reich
' (Maryland), Mike Tomczak (Ohio St.), Peter-Muldoon (Holy
Cross), and Doug.Strang (Penn St.). One. QB at a time, they
would film everything from our release to our footwork.
They even_ filmed the flight of,our balls from behind and
completed it by measuring the size of OUT hands.
The day was concluded By bringing the receivers together
with the quarterbacks, for some throwing. Tt was about time!
. We threw short and we threw long. I was seeing fov.mysdi'
,-that jus.1 because these other guys were Division f stature
- that it didn't make thorn any bet ter than I.
I've never enjoyed throwing a ball more, than a that day.
Maybe it was because of what T had to go through to get
onto the field..
